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Introduction

Since the 90’s, the spin properties of nanostructures has drawn a considerable attention. The spin
degrees of freedom have been indeed introduced as an alternative to overcome the natural limitations of
charge-based electronics19. Charge currents, charge manipulation and charge storage are the building
blocks of the electronic systems since the invention of the transistor in 1947 by J. Bardeen, W. Schokley
and W. Brattain (Nobel Prize in 1956). Progresses in the integration through the development of
micro- and nano-lithography, improvements of the semiconductor crystalline quality and increasing
control in the material growth are responsible for an impressive evolution of processors either in the
number of integrated transistors (from 1k in 1971 to 1.2billion in 2010) or in their working frequency
(from 100 kHz to 3.5 GHz in the same time scale). The fastest processor in 2012 contains transistors
with a typical size of 22 nm and typical dwell time (time needed to cross the channel of the transistor)
less than 300 ps. Yet, the typical mobility of electrons in doped Silicon at room temperature is only
(' 200 cm2/Vs), with a typical collision time of 0.05 ps. As a results, even in the most advanced
processor, an electron will experience about 4000 collisions during its travel through the channel. The
collisions alter the working frequency and are the source of heating that has to be evacuated. Until
now, the former has been bypassed by reduction of the channel’s length while the latter is now a
dramatic issue amplified by the size reduction. A promising route for low-heating and lower-power
consumption is now settled as being the spin-based electronics, so-called ”spintronics”.

It is admitted that, the story of spin-based information transport started after the discovery of
the giant magneto-resistance20,21 in metallic thin films by the 2007 Nobel Prizes A. Fert and P.
Grünberg. The latter effect has already been transferred in the production of hard disk read-heads
in the end of 90’s and induced a slope break in the magnetic hard-drive capacity growth. Spin-based
information transport is not expected to be faster than charge-based transport however its interaction
with impurities and with phonons could be much weaker and consequently less-dissipative than in the
charge transport. As stated above, the final aims and hopes of spintronics are lower device’s sizes,
higher integration and lower consumption.

However this ability is valid provided that the spin transport is involved without carrying charge
currents simultaneously or at least, with a small drag of charge currents. On one hand, charge currents
are the undesired protagonist, and on the other hand, they are the easiest control lever to be integrated
in electronic devices. The interplay between charge and spin currents or excitations is now a significant
field of applied and basic research in spintronics.

Elementary excitations are the foundations on which relies any dynamical excitation aiming at
manipulating a spin state or transporting a spin in the system. To enumerate those excitations, one
has to dissociate insulating from conducting materials.

In insulating systems, like ferromagnetic insulators, spin-based information are carried through
spin waves which are elementary excitations of the spin-aligned ground state of a ferromagnet22. A
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localized spin communicates its oscillation to its neighboring spins thanks to a spin-spin interaction like
the strong Coulomb-exchange interaction or the magnetic dipole-dipole interaction or both. Basically,
no charge displacement is involved. The counterpart is that, spin-waves must be excited or detected by
an oscillating magnetic action like a pulsed magnetic field produced by inductive antennas or an optical
laser pulse. This field is now referred as ”Magnonics”23 and has intensively developed. Very recently,
it was demonstrated that a spin-wave in a insulating Y3Fe5O12 layer could be excited by transfer
of spin-polarization that was generated by a current travelling in a neighbouring platinum layer via
the spin-orbit interaction24. This demonstration evidences the complementary between insulating and
conducting systems.

However in conducting systems, the situation is diverse. A spin-based bit of information could
be carried either by longitudinal or transverse spin excitations which have to be separated. This
separation has a physical meaning only if it exists in the system a particular spin quantization axis
which breaks the symetry between longitudinal and transverse spin degrees of freedom. The symetry
breaking can be caused by an external magnetic field, the occurrence of a spontaneous ferro- or
antiferro-magnetic order or a spin-orbit field. A longitudinal excitation takes one or many electrons
of the Fermi sea and promotes it or them to empty states outside the sea without changes of the
spin. They can be spin excitations only when many electrons are involved. In contrary, transverse
spin excitations promote electrons while changing their spin states. They are always spin excitations.
Collective longitudinal spin excitations (spin-plasmons or spin-density waves) are the out of phase
oscillation of the spin up and spin down populations25,26, while transverse spin excitations (spin-
waves) cannot be associated to density oscillations but rather to a coherence between spin up and
spin down states27. In conducting systems, charge and spin currents propagate along together with
the spin excitations. As we will see, the interplay between currents and spin-excitation is caused by
the Coulomb interaction between carriers itself or by the spin-orbit interaction. Recent discoveries of
the spin-Hall effect28, or its reciprocal, the inverse-spin-Hall effect29 put the spin-orbit interaction at
the front of the scene as it transforms charge current into spin currents, and inversely.

3D or 2D conducting Fermi sea are known to be Fermi liquids. 1D conducting systems with a non-
linear conduction band are also Fermi liquids30. In Fermi liquids, individual excitation of electrons
coexist with collective excitations like plasmons, spin-plasmons and spin waves. The Coulomb inter-
action competes with the kinetic motion and is not strong enough to completely separate individual
and collective degrees of freedom. The scaling parameter is the Wigner-Seitz radius rs which is the
ratio of the average electron-electron distance d̄ to the electron Bohr radius a∗B and estimates the ratio
of the average Coulomb energy to the kinetic energy. Thus, high rs values correspond to Coulomb
dominated systems with a strong collective behavior. They can be reach by lowering the electron
density, increasing the electron mass or weakening the dielectric constant. The table 1 summarizes
typical values of rs of various 2D systems for a given electron sheet density n2D. One sees how the
same number of electrons can be highly correlated by the Coulomb interaction (Si) or nearly free
particles (LaAlO3/SrTiO3). CdTe or GaAs are intermediate.

1D conducting system with a linear conduction band are, however, Luttinger liquids31. In Lut-
tinger liquids, only collective excitations survive and in absence of spin-orbit interaction (SOI), spin
and charge separates because they propagate respectively in the form of a spin-plasmon and a charge-
plasmon with different velocities. The spin-charge separation has recently been demonstrated in 1D
SrCu2 channels32. Thus, pure spin-based transport can ideally occur in Luttinger liquids with no
spin-orbit interaction. Beyond this idealized situation, SOI is predicted to violate the spin-charge sep-
aration33, but also, the band curvature in a 1D system or the dimensionality > 1 introduce intrinsic
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2D system m∗ εr a∗B ( nm) rs
Si 0.19 7.7 2.14 8.32

CdTe 0.105 10.0 5.04 3.54
GaAs 0.067 12.6 9.95 1.79
InSb 0.02 16.8 44.5 0.401

LaAlO3/SrTiO3 3 20000 353 0.0506

Table 1. Band mass m∗, dielectric constant εr, Bohr radius a∗B and Wigner-Seitz radius rs for a set
of typical two-dimensional electronic systems. The two dimensional electronic density has been kept
constant to n2D = 1.0× 1011 cm−2.

couplings between spin and charge degrees of freedom, so that any spin current or excitation drags a
charge.

Such a coupling is referred in the literature as the spin-Coulomb drag (SCD)34. It results basically
from the Coulomb interaction that conserves the macroscopic spin and the macroscopic impulsion, but
not the spin current. The SCD damps a pure spin excitation like the one involved in spin-polarized
transport35 or a spin-plasmon36. At the end of the damping, information are lost in the spread of in-
dividual excitations. The SCD and the coexistence of individual excitations are intimately connected.
The SCD is predicted to be weaker for transverse spin excitations37.

It has been crucial in the past to have in hand sufficiently clean material and layers which serve as
test-bed to understand and identify, the zoology of these various elementary excitations together with
their interplay caused by the basic Coulomb and spin-orbit interactions. In the past 20 years, from the
90’s to the first decade of the 21st century, semiconductor based nanostructures were identified as the
best controllable and cleanest simple systems to carry such studies for the following reasons: - the host
band structure was known in details - it is possible to tune the parameters of the nano-object (doping
density, typical size, optical gap...) such as to switch on or off one of the basic interactions that govern
the quantum dynamics, e.g. coupling with phonons or in-between electrons or between conduction
electrons and holes - the optical transition energies were compatible with existing laser sources -
basic interactions dominated the observed physics phenomena over disorder. The two dimensional
electron gas (2DEG) embedded in high mobility GaAs quantum wells is the perfect illustration of a
material realization of a model object. Among the list of significant discoveries carried in 2DEGs, the
integer38 and fractional39 quantum Hall effects, the composite Fermions40 as well as the focusing of
electron waves41 can be highlighted. In addition, the in-plane wavevector dispersions of well-defined
low energy plasmons42–44 and spin-density waves25,26 were captured by electronic Raman spectroscopy
(ERS). The spin-orbit splitting of the conduction band was also evidenced by ERS45 in the same type
of structures. The Coulomb-exchange enhancement of the spin-susceptibility, predicted in the 70’s46,47,
has been fully investigated in semiconductor 2DEGs48–50,P1.

Large investigations of the spin-properties in semiconductor nanostructures have been concomitant
with the emergence of spintronics. A breakthrough in spin dynamics studies was the demonstration of
a 54 µm-long travel path experienced by a coherent spin packet in a biased GaAs sample51. As at this
time, it was known that a spin packet would experience a fast decoherence due to the D’yakonov-Perel’
(DP) mechanism52, one was not expecting the phase of a spin packet being memorized over such a long
distance. This confirmed the interest in semiconductors in the spintronics framework and stimulated
studies of the spin coherences in low dimensional semiconductors. 15 years later, the subject is still
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active53–57 and routes to overcome the DP decoherence are intensively explored. The goal is to find
long-lived precession modes for spin-based information transport58.

Carrier induced ferromagnetism59,60 in semiconductors has been a tremendous adventure which
started in the 70’s of the 20th century. The purpose was to dope the non-magnetic host semiconductor
with magnetic impurities and with carriers, such has to form so-called, diluted magnetic semiconduc-
tors (DMS) which could undergo a ferromagnetic transition below a Curie temperature. In DMS,
the self-alinement of spins occurs thanks to the Coulomb-exchange coupling between the localized
(magnetic impurities) and delocalized (carriers) spins. In fact it artificially mimics what happens
in ferromagnetic metals, where most of the time the magnetism is ensured by the coexistence of a
heavy fermions band (poorly conducting) and a highly conductive band. In a single conductive band
system (homogeneous electron gas), a ferromagnetic transition should occur (never observed) only at
very-very low densities61 for rs ≥ 25, i-e in a regime where Coulomb strongly dominates the kinetic
motion. Hence looking for DMS with room temperature transition has been and is still a challenge.
Great hopes were put in the Ga1−xMnxAs crystal62,63. However since a couple of years, the maximum
Curie temperature achieved culminates at ∼ 140 K, and Ga1−xMnxAs is not anymore the future host
of spintronic devices but remains a very good test-bed system for studying the novel spin properties of
ferromagnetic DMS. Neverthless, incorporation of large concentration of Mn in Ga1−xMnxAs imposes
low growth temperatures and results in ”poor” crystalline quality and ”poor” mobilities of the carriers.
”Poor” has to be considered with respect to what can be achieved in semiconductors.

Indeed, union of high mobility two-dimensional system (with modulation doping) and DMS prop-
erties has been realized in the end of the 90’s with electrons64 in Cd1−xMnxTe. Depending on the Mn
concentration x, mobilities up to 105 cm2/Vs could be achieved . Recent efforts on the growth process
increased the mobility to several times this value (it now compares with the mobility of standard
GaAs 2DEGs) and allowed the observation of fractional quantum Hall plateaus65 and realization of
a spin-based transistor66. Electrons in Cd1−xMnxTe quantum wells remain paramagnetic for tem-
peratures above a (non observed) sub-Kelvin Curie temperature67. However two-dimensional hole
gases in Cd1−xMnxTe can become ferromagnetic below several Kelvins (∼ 3 K)68 (the existence of a
two-dimensional ferromagnetic phase violates a-priori the Mermin and Wagner’s theorem69,70. The
spin-orbit interaction has been shown to enable this transition67).

The work presented here started in 2002 when it became possible and of strong interest to study
the elementary excitations of a 2DEG embedded in a Cd1−xMnxTe quantum well. The possibility
was open by the 105 cm2/Vs mobility which allowed probing Coulomb-dominated effects with high
experimental sensitivity. In addition, it was of strong interest because of the following set of reasons:

1. Spin polarization of a 2DEG in the GaAs/GaAlAs system was achieved by application of an ex-
ternal magnetic field. In such system, the g-factor, which governs the magnitude of the Zeeman
spin-splitting, is very small. Hence, spin effects are only accessible with large external fields, for
which strong orbital quantization simultaneously dominates the energy spectrum. This approach
has been followed in Refs.[71–73].

The doped DMS quantum well allowed a new approach to the spin-polarization. A giant Zee-
man splitting of the conduction band is induced by exchange interactions between the conduction
electrons and those localized on Mn ions. When a moderate magnetic field is applied in the plane
of the quantum well, spin effects dominate over orbital quantization and the reverse situation to
that of GaAs became accessible, with no Landau subbands and high spin polarization.
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2. Collective spin excitations of such spin-polarized 2DEGs were experimentally unexplored. Strong
qualitative difference in the spin-excitation spectrum were expected from the situation described
in Refs.[71, 73], where the 2DEG occupies Landau levels with insulating bulk states and con-
ducting edge states and where spin excitations can have the texture of skyrmions74. In contrary,
2DEG spin-polarized by the exchange field of Mn ions are translationnally invariant, conducting
and provide an experimental access to the idealized object of the spin-polarized homogeneous
2DEG75 (SP2DEG). Spin-resolved Coulomb interaction of this object could be experimentally
accessed.

3. As will be seen, one of the most striking novel feature of SP2DEG was the emergence of the
spin-flip waveP2, the transverse collective spin precession able to propagate in the plane of
the quantum well. In the framework of spintronics, it became very interesting to explore the
dynamics, damping and control of that spin-wave and maybe use it as a wave-carrier to transport
a spin-based information.

4. 2DEGs confined in Cd1−xMnxTe, despite their paramagnetic character, contains most of the
physics of DMS and are then a test-bed of very high quality to explore the dynamical coupling
between the two spin sub-systems (carriers an impurities).

The plan of this habilitation-thesis is as follows:

• Chapter 1 gives the full DMS Hamiltonian, the relevant quantities and settles the approximated
Hamiltonians which will be studied next.

• Chapter 2 exposes the building blocks of the SP2DEG in DMS quantum wells. Both ground
state and elementary excitations are studied through derivation of the static and dynamical spin
susceptibilities. Observations of the spin-excitations by ERS are exposed. The developments are
those of publications [P1–P9].

• Chapter 3 investigates effects of the spin-orbit interaction on the spin-flip wave. This chapter is
mainly experimental. This work was first published in Refs.[P10–P12].

• Chapter 4 addresses the dynamical coupling between electrons and Mn spin degrees of freedom.
Mixed spin-waves are derived. Raman, and time domain experimental results are shown. They
were published in Refs.[P13–P17]. A striking feature is the measurement of the THz radiation
caused by the precession of electrons spins, published in Ref.[P18].

Note for the readers

If you read this document from a .pdf reader, you can use the blue symbols to navigate easily in-
side the document:

• Click on 4 to get directed to the chapter 4 (do the same for sections).

• Click on 1.5 in Eq.(1.5) to recall equation 1.5 (do the same for figures or tables).

• Click on [P10] orP10 to read the bibliographic reference in the Bibliography.

• Click on one of the blue numbers in (cit. on pp. 17, 35) to go back to the page citing the
reference.
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• Click on ToC in the right footer of each page to get directed to the Table of contents.

Inside a reference item, you can click on the pink Phys. Rev. Lett. 99, 026403 (2007) to open the
publication in your internet navigator, through the publisher web-site.
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Chapter 1

Model for the two-dimensional electron gas in a diluted

magnetic quantum well

In this chapter, we define the dynamical quantities which will be the object of study and link them
into the Hamiltonian of the system. In this perspective, we consider a model which captures the
coupled spin dynamics of itinerant two dimensional electrons, confined in a quantum well (QW)
and coupled to magnetic impurities by Coulomb-exchange. The QW of width w contains, per unit
volume, xeffN0 unpaired76 Mn ions which will be described as localized 5/2-spins. The first subband
of the QW is populated by n2D electrons per unit surface. The whole system will be considered at
working temperatures T much lower than the Fermi temperature EF/kB, but higher than its Curie
temperature67. Therefore, we need an external magnetic field to spin-polarize the system.

1.A Full DMS Hamiltonian

The 2DEG-DMS Hamiltonian under the influence of a static magnetic field B = Bez applied in the
plane of the QW writes:

ĤDMS = ĤK + ĤC −α
∫

Ŝ (r)⊗ M̂ (r) d3r︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ĥsd

+ geµBB Ŝz,q=0 + gMnµBB M̂z,q=0︸ ︷︷ ︸
ĤZ

(1.1)

where ĤK and ĤC are respectively the kinetic and Coulomb Hamiltonians of the 2DEG, α is the
exchange coupling between conduction electrons and Mn spins (α > 0) , and ge and gMn are the
normal g-factors of, respectively, conduction electrons and Mn electrons. In the convention where
µB > 0, we have ge ' −1.44 and gMn ' 2.00. We have introduced two vector operators: Ŝ (r) =
χ2 (y)

∑
i ŝiδ

(
r� − ri�

)
is the 3D electron spin density in a splitted coordinates frame r =

(
r�, y

)
with

r�, the in-plane position and y the out of plane coordinate. χ (y) is the electron envelope-function

of the first subband of the QW. The i index accounts for the i-th electron of the 2DEG, its spin 1
2

is described by the operator ŝi and its position is ri�. M̂ (r) =
∑

j Îjδ (r−Rj) is the Mn 3D spin

density. The j-th 5/2-spin Îj of a single Mn impurities is localized on the cation site Rj . In the
equilibrium state at temperature T , each Mn spin assumes the average value 〈Îz〉 (B, T ), which is the
thermodynamic average over the five occupied states of the Mn atom d-shell, given by the modified
Brillouin function76. The 2DEG has the equilibrium spin polarization ζ = (n↑ − n↓) /n2D.
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1.B Collective coordinates

The Ĥsd Hamiltonian can be rewritten using the electron (and Mn) spin density operators at in-plane
wave-vector q, respectively, Ŝq =

∫
Ŝ (r) e−iq · r�d3r =

∑
i ŝie

−iq · ri� and M̂q =
∑

j Îje
−iq ·Rj� . Due

to the 2D and 3D characters of, respectively, the conduction electron and Mn spins subsystems, the
electron spin-degrees of freedom naturally couples to Mn spin profile weighted by the squared electron
wave-function. It is then convenient to introduce the following n-profile Mn spin density operators:

M̂
(n)
q = wn

∫
χ2n (y) M̂ (r) e−iq · r�d2r�dy = wn

∑
j

χ2n (yj) Îje
−iq ·Rj�

Hence, M̂q = M̂
(0)
q . M̂

(n)
q are vector operators verifying the following commutation relations:[

M̂
(n)
α,q, M̂

(p)
β,q′

]
= iεα,β,γM̂

(n+p)
γ,q+q′ (1.2)

where α, β, γ = x, y, z and εα,β,γ is the Levi-Cevita tensor. It follows:

Ĥsd = − α

wL2

∑
q

Ŝq · M̂(1)
−q (1.3)

In Eq.(1.3), we have defined the exchange coupling constant α̃ = α/wL2.

It is more convenient to introduce out of equilibrium dynamic quantities such as δÂ = Â − 〈Â〉0,
where 〈〉0 denotes equilibrium averaging. We get:

Ĥsd + ĤZ = Ze (B) · δŜz,q=0 + gMnµBB · δM̂ (0)
z,q=0 +K · δM̂ (1)

z,q=0 (1.4a)

− α̃1

2

(
Ŝ+,q=0 · M̂ (1)

−,q=0 + Ŝ−,q=0 · M̂ (1)
+,q=0

)
(1.4b)

− α̃δŜz,q=0 · δM̂ (1)
z,q=0 (1.4c)

− α̃
∑
q6=0

Ŝq · M̂(1)
−q (1.4d)

1.C Zeeman energy

Eq.(1.4a) evidences the total bare Zeeman energy of conduction electrons given by:

Ze (B) = α̃γ1NMn| 〈Îz〉 (B, T )|︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆

− |ge|µBB (1.5)

where γ1 =
∫ w

0 χ2 (y) dy is the probability to find the electron in the QW, NMn = xeffN0wL
2 is the

number of Mn spins available in the QW. Eq.(1.5) underlines the competition between the ”Overhauser
shift” ∆ and the normal Zeeman contribution which apear with opposite signs [see Fig.1.1]. Indeed,
as ge < 0, gMn > 0 and α > 0, the Mn spins are anti-parallel to the field, thus, the sd coupling aligns
the electron spins anti-parallel to the field while the normal Zeeman aligns the electron spin parallel
to the field. When the sd coupling dominates over the normal Zeeman contribution and B > 0, both
Mn and electron spins are ↓: 〈Îz〉 < 0 and the 2DEG spin polarization degree ζ is also negative.
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Figure 1.1. (Top). Typical Zeeman energy and Overhauser shift of Eq.(1.5) as a function of the
magnetic field. (Bottom). Typical Knight shift of Eq.(1.6).

1.D Knight shift

Reversly the Mn spins are subject to the ”Knight shift”, due to the equilibrium electron spin polar-
ization 〈Sz,q=0〉0 = n2DL

2ζ/2, which shifts the Mn spin precession pulsation:

K = −α̃ 〈Sz,q=0〉0 =
1

2

α

w
n2D |ζ| (1.6)

In practice, as can be seen in Fig.1.1, K ' 10−4∆, because the density of electron spins is much less
than the density of Mn spins.

1.E Approximated Hamiltonians

The first line, Eq.(1.4a) gives the mean-field ”effective Zeeman” Hamiltonian, where no-dynamical
coupling between electrons and Mn spins appears. The electron and Mn spin excitations of that
Hamiltonian are decoupled. When adding the electron part to the Coulomb and kinetic parts of
Eq.(1.1), we form the spin-polarized two-dimensional electron gas (SP2DEG) Hamiltonian Ĥ2ζ which
equilibrium and dynamical properties will be detailed in chapter 2.

We have omitted the spin-orbit interaction (SOI) in the conduction band. Consequences of the
inclusion of that SOI in Ĥ2ζ will be studied in chapter 3.

Taking the commutator of Ŝ+,q=0 with Eq.(1.4b) or Ŝ+,q with Eq.(1.4d) gives rise to a first order
sd−dynamical coupling between transverse Ŝ+,q=0 and M̂−,q=0 (resp. Ŝ+,q and M̂+,q) and induces
spin-mixed electron-Mn modes of precession which will be detailed in chapter 4.
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Eq.(1.4b) and Eq.(1.4d) also contain higher orders correlation terms which have been identified
to be responsible for a damping77. Eq.(1.4c) obviously introduces fluctuation of the longitudinal ex-
change field, thus of the torque acting on the transverse degrees of freedom. Fluctuations of the torque
causes additional damping78,79. The effects of the damping caused by these terms are an important
issue of the spin dynamics in DMS but are beyond the scope of the present work and, hence, will be
neglected when they appear.
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Chapter 2

Spin polarized 2DEG in presence of Coulomb interaction

In this chapter, we restrict our considerations to the electron degrees of freedom only. It means the
Mn spins are frozen in their equilibrium state imposed by the amplitude of the external field. This
point of view consists in keeping only Eq.(1.4a) in Ĥsd + ĤZ and neglecting Eqs.(1.4b)-(1.4d). The
2DEG is polarized by the static exchange field of the Mn spins and the so-called spin-polarized 2DEG
(SP2DEG) Hamiltonian reduces toP3:

Ĥ2ζ = ĤK + ĤC + Ze (B) Ŝz,q=0︸ ︷︷ ︸
ĤZe

(2.1)

where Ze (B) is the Zeeman energy defined in Eq.(1.5).

n
↓

n
↑

E F ( ζ )

Z *

w a v e v e c t o r  k
Figure 2.1. Schematics of the idealized spin polarized two dimensional carrier gas with equilibrium
spin polarization ζ = (n↑ − n↓) / (n↑ + n↓). EF (ζ) is the Fermi energy of the spin-polarized ground
state EF (0) = EF . Z∗ is the renormalized Zeeman energy of Eq.(2.5).

In the very beginning of the 21st century, SP2DEGs were of particular interest. In one hand, they
inspired lots of theoretical work80–83 addressing new features of the spin-resolved Coulomb-exchange
and correlations in an electron gas. On the other hand, spin-polarized conducting systems were of
importance for spin-based electronics.

Before the introduction of the DMS quantum well above, spin polarization of two-dimensional electron
gas was achieved simply by application of an external magnetic field like in the most experimental
investigations on 2DEG systems which were performed in the GaAs/GaAlAs system. In such systems,
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the g-factor, which governs the magnitude of the Zeeman spin-splitting, is very small. Consequently,
spin effects are only accessible with large external fields, at which point strong orbital quantization
dominates the excitation spectrum like in Refs.[71, 72].

The doped diluted magnetic quantum well detailed above allowed a new approach to this problem.
As shown in Eq.(2.1) and Eq.(1.5), a giant Zeeman splitting is induced in this system by exchange
interactions between the conduction electrons and those localized on Mn ions. When a moderate mag-
netic field is applied in the plane of the quantum well, spin effects dominate over orbital quantization
and the reverse situation to that of GaAs became accessible, with no Landau subbands and high spin
polarization. Even though the electron mobility in diluted magnetic quantum wells remains below
that in GaAs systems, modulation doped quantum wells with a reasonable quality have been achieved
in the end of the 20th century64 and considerably improved recently84 up to several 105 cm2/Vs. Re-
ports by electronic Raman scattering of individual excitations (SPE) and collective charge excitations
(plasmons) of 2DEGs in Cd1−xMnxTe modulation doped quantum wells85, in absence of magnetic
field, attested the high quality of the structure regarding its coupling with the light and regarding the
in-plane mobility of the 2DEG.

Another strength of SP2DEGs confined in Cd1−xMnxTe QWs is that the degeneracy between lon-
gitudinal and transverse spin degrees of freedom is left due to the strong Zeeman splitting of the
conduction band. Hence transverse and longitudinal spin motion can be resolved in the spectrum of
excitations and Raman spectroscopy is well suited as it provides selection rules which allow to address
separately these two types of excitations. In the following we detail the transverse spin dynamics.

2.A Transverse spin dynamics - Larmor’s theorem

Due to the in-plane translation invariance and the absence (in this chapter) of spin-orbit interaction,
individual electron states are the product of plane waves of in-plane momentum k and spin-1/2 states.
The spin quantization axis is naturally the direction z of the external magnetic field. We introduce
the electron creation-anihilation operators. A spin-flip (transverse) individual excitation (SF-SPE) of
the spin-polarized ground state |0〉 is described by the action of a single electron-hole pair operator
c+
k−q,↑ck,↓, where an electron of momentum k and spin ↓ is promoted to the empty state k− q,↑. Elec-

trons spin-wave operators, introduced in chapter 1, are given by Ŝ+,q = Ŝx,q + iŜy,q =
∑

k c
+
k−q,↑ck,↓.

Let’s notice that
[
Ŝ+,q, c

+
k−q′,↑ck,↓

]
= 0, which means that collective and single particle modes are

not intrinsically coupled.

In the following we will use exact commutation rules to write down equations of motion for these
normal modes of the SP2DEG.

2.A.1 Individual modes dynamics

The kinetic Hamiltonian ĤK =
∑

k,σ Ekc
+
k,σck,σ and the mean-field Zeeman Hamiltonian conserve the

individual modes: [
c+
k−q,↑ck,↓, ĤK +HZe

]
= (Ek − Ek−q − Ze) c+

k−q,↑ck,↓ (2.2)

However the Coulomb Hamiltonian ĤC = 1
2

∑
Vq c

+
k+q,σc

+
k′−q,σ′ck′,σ′ck,σ couples an individual mode
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to multi-pair modes having a spin +1:

[
c+
k−q,↑ck,↓, ĤC

]
= +

∑
q′ 6=0,k′,σ

Vq′
(
c+
k−q+q′,↑ck′,σc

+
k′−q′,σck,↓

)
−

∑
q′ 6=0,k′,σ

Vq′
(
c+
k−q,↑ck′,σc

+
k′−q′,σck−q′,↓

) (2.3)

where Vq = F (q) e2/2εsq is the space Fourier transform of the bare Coulomb potential, product
of the 2D Coulomb interaction with a form factor86 F (q) that depends on χ (y). It follows from
Eq.(2.3) that ĤC does not conserve the SPE motion, but introduces an infinite hierarchy where a
single electron-hole pair of the Fermi sea (a SPE) couples to multiple pairs having the same global
spin. Approximations can thus be made: in the r.h.s. terms of Eq.(2.3), some conserve the SPE
motion and renormalize it, others introduce a scattering effect, the so-called spin-Coulomb drag34,
and can be described by an electron-electron scattering time37 τe−e. The former consists in making
the random phase approximation (RPA) on single mode dynamics87, i.e., keeping in Eq.(2.3) only
terms which can be written as a product of a SF-SPE with an occupation number n̂k,σ, and replacing
n̂k,σ by its average value 〈n̂k,σ〉0. The choice of the spin σ in the

∑
k′,σ yields two terms which involve

respectively 〈Ŝz,q=0〉0 and Ŝ+,q. Then the Coulomb factor Vq′ has to be replaced by a local field factor
Gxc+− which accounts for the effective dynamical exchange-field produced by other electrons (a part
of what has been suppressed in making the RPA). Rigourously, this factor should be different in the
above two terms, but we won’t go into such subtlety. Adding a damping rate ηsp = ~/τe−e to account
for the scattering leads to the SF-SPE equation of motion that we will use in the following:

i~
( d
dt
c+
k−q,↑ck,↓

)
=
(
Ek − Ek−q − Ze + 2Gxc+− 〈Ŝz,q=0〉0

)
c+
k−q,↑ck,↓ (2.4)

+Gxc+−
(
〈n̂k,↓〉0 − 〈n̂k−q,↑〉0

)
Ŝ+,q − iηspc

+
k−q,↑ck,↓

Eq.(2.4) makes apparent the renormalized Zeeman energy, i.e., the spin-flip energy of single electrons:

Z∗ = Ze − 2Gxc+− 〈Ŝz,q=0〉0 (2.5)

Compared to the bare Zeeman energy Ze, Z
∗ is enhanced by Coulomb-exchange between spin-polarized

electrons, a phenomenon linked to the spin-susceptibility enhancement as detailed below. Each SF-SPE
is characterized by two wavevectors k and q. At q = 0, SF-SPE are degenerate to Z∗. When q 6= 0
the degeneracy is lifted by the kinetic spread of velocities which depends on the initial momentum k.
Eq.(2.4) also shows that, SF-SPE are coupled to the collective modes by the Coulomb interaction, as
long as either of the spin-polarization degree or the q momentum is not zero.

2.A.2 Collective modes dynamics

Along the SF-SPE, the above spin polarized SP2DEG develops collective modes, the so-called spin-flip
waves (SFW). SFW dynamics are described by the Ŝ+,q operators dynamics. As ĤC conserves the
macroscopic spin, it follows: [

Ŝ+,q, ĤC + ĤZe

]
= −Ze (B) Ŝ+,q (2.6)
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However the kinetic Hamiltonian couples collective states to Ĵ+,q = ~
m∗
∑

k

(
k−q

2

)
c+
k−q,↑ck,↓, the

transverse spin current: [
Ŝ+,q, ĤK

]
= ~q · Ĵ+,q (2.7)

From this last equation, one can infer how a collective transverse mode will be destroyed: it carries
a spin-current, the dynamic of which is not conserved by ĤC as shown in Eq.(2.3). This damping
mechanism will be detailed in subsection 2.D.

2.A.3 Larmor’s theorem in magnetic quantum wells probed by Raman scattering

It follows from Eqs.(2.6)-(2.7) that the homogenous SFW mode (q = 0) is conserved by Coulomb,
Zeeman and kinetic hamiltonians and moreover that its excitation energy is given exactly by the bare
Zeeman energy Ze, i-e by the external magnetic action only. Indeed, in the homogeneous SFW mode,
all spins rotate in phase, and consequently can be considered as a single macroscopic spin. According
to the Larmor’s theorem88, its precession is governed only by external static magnetic fields which are
not due to interactions within the conduction electron system itself. In (Cd,Mn)Te quantum wells, the
external magnetic energy is given by the bare Zeeman energy Ze. In other words, no manifestations
of spin dependent Coulomb interactions, like exchange and/or correlations89, are present at the long
wavelength, collective resonance. The Larmor’s theorem is a consequence of rotational invariance
of the spin degrees of freedom similar to the Kohn’s theorem90 which applies to the orbital degrees
of freedom in a system with translational invariance. Larmor established his theorem for a classical
macroscopic magnetic moment.

The consequences of those two theorems are well known from the spectroscopists. Indeed, the
cyclotron resonance in a translational invariant system is sensitive to the bare mass of the electrons
which does not reflect any sign of Coulomb interaction, and similarly, the electron-spin resonance
(ESR) shows the bare g−factor of electrons. The reason is that both of those techniques probes a
direct coupling of the oscillating electric (resp. rotating magnetic) field with the macroscopic orbital
(resp. macroscopic spin) motion. The Raman spectroscopy is however an optical indirect probe as it
involves virtual or real electron-hole pairs of the host crystal. Depending on whether the in (or out)
going photon is in resonance with or far away from an optical transition of the crystal band-structure,
the electron-hole pairs are real or virtual.

When incoming and scattered photons in the Raman process are out of any optical resonance,
the q = 0 Raman response is equivalent to the ESR response and we expect to see peaks at Raman
shift values corresponding to the oscillation eigenfrequencies of the macroscopic magnetization, i-e
the homogeneous SFW excitation frequency Ze/~. In Figure 2.2(a), we have depicted the Raman
spectra obtained at T = 1.5 K in the Voigt configuration with in-plane magnetic field using a sample
with a 2DEG embedded in a Cd0.9925Mn0.0075Te/Cd0.8Mg0.2Te quantum well. The illumination and
collection were along the growth axis with crossed polarizations, so that the spin flip excitations with
vanishing momentum (q = 0) were probed (see appendix A). Each spectrum shows two coexisting
Raman lines. One of them is narrow and lower in energy while the other is broader and higher in
energy. Both lines shift with the applied magnetic field. Thus, there are two eigenfrequencies for
each magnetic field. It is natural to think that the two modes are associated to internal degrees of
freedom of the collective conduction electron spin system. One frequency might be a collective spin
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excitation while the second - an individual spin-flip process. As stated above for q = 0, flipping the
spin of a single electron requires the energy Z∗ of Eq.(2.5), and all such single particle excitations
(SF-SPE) are degenerate. Exchange is a ferromagnetic-type interaction which leads to self-alignment
of electron spins. It dominates over the correlations for the intermediate 2DEG densities considered
here (n2D = 2.8× 1011 cm−2). Hence, flipping the spin of a single electron without disturbing the
other spins opposes the exchange interaction. This implies that degenerate SF-SPEs are related to
the higher energy line at Z∗, while the collective motion is related to the lower energy line at Ze. This
assignment of the collective mode is confirmed in Fig.2.2(b), where the energy dependence on B is
reproduced: after proper adjustment of the Mn concentration x and the Mn spin temperature T , the
low energy line follows the bare Zeeman energy given by Eq.(1.5).
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Figure 2.2. (a) Cross-polarized Raman spectra with incident and scattered beam along the growth
axis of the quantum well (see inset), taken for various values of in-plane magnetic field B. Spin-flip
excitations are probed at q = 0. The low energy line is the collective one (SFW) the other is the
individual one (SF-SPE) - see text. (b) Peak position of the two precedent lines reproduced as a
function of the magnetic field. The SFW energy peak has been fitted with Eq.(1.5) to obtain the
manganese concentration x = 0.75% and the electron temperature T = 1.5 K. Taken from Ref.[P1].

It is remarkable that in the Raman spectra of Fig.2.2, uncorrelated individual spin-flip modes coexist
with the collective mode of the magnetization oscillation. Such observation was never made in ESR
measurements. This coexistence is indeed a consequence91 of the resonant condition needed for the
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observation of electronic Raman effect as explained in the appendix A. We pointed out that the
resonant coupling with the photons enhanced the oscillator strength of some particular k states. This
means that particular c+

k+q↑ck↓|0〉 excitations will have an enhanced weight in the spectrum. For q = 0,

those c+
k+q↑ck↓|0〉 excitations correspond to zone center SF-SPE and are degenerate to the energy Z∗.

Unlike common intuition, the Coulomb interaction between conduction electrons manifests in single-
particle spin-flip transition and do not in the collective zone-center one because of the Larmor’s
theorem. This shows how Raman spectroscopy gives a unique access to the renormalized Zeeman
energy Z∗. In the next section we will link this quantity to the spin susceptibility enhancement.

2.B Spin susceptibility enhancement probed by Raman

At low electron densities, exchange and correlation Coulomb interactions were predicted to enhance
the spin susceptibility χ of a paramagnetic electron gas over that of the Pauli spin susceptibility χ0 for
non-interacting electrons46. Thus, a full characterization of this exchange-correlation enhancement of
the spin susceptibility should underpin our understanding of spin resolved Coulomb interactions in ho-
mogeneous electron gases75. There has been considerable theoretical75,92,93 and experimental48–50,94–96

investigations of the spin susceptibility of 2DEGs embedded in semiconductor heterostructures, aimed
at finding evidence for the spin susceptibility enhancement49,94 and/or for the eventual divergence of
the spin susceptibility near the critical density for the Metal Insulator Transition. The latter has been
investigated in Si-MOSFET inversion layers48,95,96. However, in year 2007, among those studies, those
ones which were experimental did not consider the dependence of the enhancement on the degree of
spin polarization, although strong non linear behaviour is expected in a clean 2DEG as demonstrated
in Ref.[93]. Investigations of the spin susceptibility were indeed realized by measuring the Shubnikov-
de-Haas oscillations with the tilted magnetic field technique48 which is not convenient for probing
high spin-polarizations. With the Raman measurements of Fig.2.2, we added a new technique and a
new system both able to probe the spin-polarization degree dependance of the spin-susceptibility. We
detail below the content of our publication Ref.[P1].

The spin susceptibility enhancement is given by the relation47:

χ

χ0
=

(
1 +

r2
s

2

∂2εxc
∂ζ2

)−1

, (2.8)

where rs =
(
a∗B
√
πn2D

)−1
is the ratio of the mean spacing between electrons to the Bohr radius, a∗B,

and εxc is the exchange-correlation part of the ground-state energy, expressed in Rydbergs1.

As mentioned, experimental investigations of clean 2DEGs in the metallic state have focused on
the dependence of the spin-susceptibility enhancement on rs. These have included thermodynamic
measurements96 and magneto-transport measurements48,49,94,95, which are only sensitive to mobile
electrons. In 2DEGs with parabolic conduction band and negligible spin polarization degree, the spin
susceptibility enhancement factor is usually given by the relation:

χ

χ0
=
m∗g∗

mbgb
(2.9)

where the electron mass m∗ and g-factor g∗ are renormalized relative to their respective non-interacting

1In CdTe, a∗B ≈ 5.3 nm, R∗y = ~2/2m∗ (a∗B)2 ≈ 14.3 meV
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values determined at the conduction band minimum, mb and gb. Magneto-transport measurements
accurately determined the product of m∗ with g∗ by the in-plane field necessary to fully polarize fully
the 2DEG (|ζ|= 1)94, or the tilted field technique48,49,95. The Landau quantization introduced by the
latter technique has to be kept negligible, so that only low spin polarization degrees can be probed
(|ζ|<10%). These measured density dependence at |ζ|= 1 and |ζ|<0.1 were well reproduced by a
quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) evaluation of the correlation energy75 together with accounting for the
finite thickness of the quantum well92. However, the continuous spin-degree dependence of the spin-
susceptibility enhancement was not considered experimentally. Moreover, the g-factor enhancement
g∗/gb was deduced after independent determinations of the mass m∗ using a multiple parameter fit48

and the product m∗g∗, together with an assumed value for mb and gb
97. No direct measurement of

the g-factor enhancement g∗/gb was reported.

The Raman data of Fig.2.2 provided a direct determination of g∗/gb over a wide range of spin
polarization (0 <|ζ|<0.6) by measuring directly and simultaneously both Z∗ and Ze.

To link the data with the spin susceptibility enhancement, we define a bare spin polarization ζ0 to
be the spin polarization of the non-interacting electron gas, such that ζ0 = −mbZe/2π~2n2D. Then,
since χ = ∂mz/∂bz, where the magnetization mz ∝ n2Dζ and bz is the magnetic field acting upon the
2DEG, the spin susceptibility enhancement is also given by:

χ

χ0
=

∂ζ

∂ζ0
(2.10)

Integration of Eq.(2.10), combined with Eq.(2.8), yields the following exact result for the spin polar-
ization enhancement:

ζ

ζ0
=

(
1 +

r2
s

2

1

ζ

∂εxc
∂ζ

)−1

(2.11)

Assuming parabolic spin-split sub-bands of equal renormalized mass, such that m∗↑ = m∗↓ = m∗, yields

ζ = −m∗Z∗/2π~2n2D = −Z∗/2EF . It follows,

ζ

ζ0
=
m∗Z∗

mbZe
(2.12)

In Fig.2.3(a), the observed dependence of Z∗ on Ze is plotted. Both quantities are extracted,
respectively, from the SF-SPE and SFW lines in the Raman spectra plotted in Fig.2.2. To compare
those data with numerical predictions based on Eqs.(2.11)-(2.12), the electron density n2D had to
be determined from measurements of polarized Raman spectra2, measured with parallel incident and
scattered polarizations and zero applied magnetic fieldP6.

2 Under strong resonance the polarized Raman spectrum reveals unscreened single-particle excitations (SPE). The
dispersion of the high-energy cut-off of the SPE band follows ~vF q, where vF is the Fermi velocity of the non-polarized
2DEG. Table 2.1 gives the Fermi velocities measured by this technique. The electron density is then given by n2D =
(m∗F vF )/~1/2, where m∗F is the Fermi electron mass. Renormalization of the Fermi-mass has been predicted98 and
confirmed by transport measurements48,97 in a single heterojunction, for which case (rs ' 2) the out of plane extension
of the 2D electron wavefunction is much larger than the quantum well thickness of the present samples. Thus, an
evaluation of m∗F for our samples is not available and so we give, in Table 2.1, the non-corrected density n2D and
corresponding rs, determined assuming m∗F = mb = 0.105me.
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Sample (A) (B) (C) (D)

x (%) 0.75 0.84 0.78 0.79
vF (106 cm/s) 14.7 13.4 13.3 12.7

n2D (1011 cm−2) [rs] 2.83 [2.11] 2.35 [2.31] 2.31 [2.33] 2.12 [2.47]

Table 2.1. Parameters of the samples used in Fig.2.3. x is the Mn concentration, vF is the Fermi
velocity and n2D is the electron sheet density with the corresponding rs in square brackets. x is
determined from fitting the experimental Z(B) with Eq.(1.5). vF is determined from unpolarized
Raman spectra (see footnote 2).

In Fig.2.3(b), the Zeeman energy enhancement Z∗/Ze, deduced from Fig.2.3(a), is plotted as a func-
tion of ζ0. The result is compared with the calculated dependence on ζ0 of the spin polarization
enhancement ζ/ζ0, determined from Eq.(2.11) using the exchange-correlation energy εxc from Ref.[75]
and accounting for finite thickness effects using Ref.[92]. Fig.2.3(b) demonstrated that Z∗/Ze and ζ/ζ0

are not proportional, as expected from Eq.(2.12). This evidenced that for finite spin polarization we
must consider the mass m∗ in Eq.(2.12) to be a spin polarization dependent renormalized mass, m̄∗(ζ).

Figure 2.3(c) shows m̄∗(ζ)/mb obtained by division of the theoretical ζ/ζ0 by the experimental Z∗/Ze,
as a function of the spin polarization ζ (determined from the dependence of ζ/ζ0 with ζ0). An enhanced
mass m̄∗(ζ) (m̄∗(ζ)/mb ≥ 1) were found for high ζ, with a strong variation with the spin polarization.
Such behavior couldn’t be understood within the assumption of equal masses (m∗↑ = m∗↓ = m∗). Using
the calculations of Ref.[99] which yield a strong non-linear behavior of m∗↑ and m∗↓ with ζ, we found
in the low rs and low ζ limits:

m̄∗ =
2m∗↑m

∗
↓

m∗↑ +m∗↓ − ζ−1
(
m∗↑ −m∗↓

) =
a2 − b2ζ2

a+ b
(2.13)

a = 1 + rs ln rs/
√

2π b = rs ln rs/2
√

2π

In Fig. 3(c), the result of Eq.(2.13) is plotted for various rs values. Although this calculation carried
in the RPA neglects correlations and thickness corrections, it predicts a mass enhancement of the
same order as the one observed, as well as a dependence on the spin polarization. Nevertheless the
strong increase of m̄∗/mb with spin polarization was not reproduced by the theory of Ref.[99] which on
the contrary finds a reduction of the mass with increasing spin-polarization (in this range of density).
Since these measurements, other groups have investigated the spin-polarization dependance of the
mass100–102. They found in the case ζ = 1, a reduction of the mass100,101 but within a rs range wider
than the one predicted in Ref.[99], or they found in the case ζ < 1, a mass shift ∆m∗ = m∗↑−m∗↓ linearly

decreasing102 with ζ. The wider range found in Refs.[100, 101] has been later justified by calculations
carried beyond the RPA103. And the linear decrease of Ref.[102] is in qualitative agreement with
Ref.[99]. The weakness of our determination of the mass results from the lack of an experimental
determination of ζ/ζ0 (we took the ratio between the theoretical ζ/ζ0 and the experimental Z∗/Ze to
get the mass). This fact and the error bars might explain the discrepancy with other results. However
the magneto-transport determinations of m∗ carried in Refs.[100–102] might also be canulated by
the inherent orbital quantization. Another method providing a direct determination of g∗/gb is still
lacking and would enlight this active debate .
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Figure 2.3. (a) Z∗ for all samples. (b) Comparison of Z∗/Ze (symbols) deduced from (a) and
theoretical ζ/ζ0(lines) given by Eq.(2.11) as a function of the bare spin polarization ζ0. Line colors
match with symbol colors for the different samples. The black dotted lines around the solid black line
for sample A are limits of ζ/ζ0 when including an error on rs and varying the thickness of the square
well from ±10% (a variation which overestimates the error of the growth technique and any error from
neglecting the wave-function penetration into the barrier). (c) Symbols indicate the renormalized
mass m̄∗ (ζ) /mb extracted from (b) as a function of the spin polarization ζ determined from ζ0 using
ζ/ζ0. Z&D lines labeled by their rs values are mass enhancement predictions from Ref.[99] using
Eq.(2.13). Sample C has been removed for clarity. Taken from Ref.[P1].
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2.C Dynamical spin susceptibilities

In this section, the dynamical charge and spin responses of the SP2DEG will be given. They are of
importance because the collective excitations appear as poles of those responses and their imaginary
parts give the dissipation spectrum. As detailed at the end of the section, the Raman spectra can
be given by these imaginary parts in particular conditions. These developments were published in
Ref.[P3]. We investigated those derivations because at that time, none of the published works were
adapted to the SP2DEG, for the following reasons:

• The approach followed by Yi et al., Marinescu et al., Moreno et al. in Refs.[80, 81, 104].
Within the frame of local field factors, they derived expressions for the adiabatic spin and
charge responses of the SP2DEG but they didn’t have the correct expression for the transverse
local-field Gxc+− introduced in Eq.(2.4).

• A correct expression of Gxc+− was found by A.K.Rajogopal in Ref.[83], but for the 3D case. In
the same reference, he derived all the adiabatic spin and charge responses of the spin-polarized
homogenous electron gas in the 3D case. We made a total use of his work.

Hence, in Ref.[P3] we rephrased the work of A.K.Rajogopal in a comprehensive frame adapted to the
DMS SP2DEG. It yields our main original results which have been:

• the derivation of the correct spin-wave dispersion,

• the identification of the longitudinal spin-response (which has been recently reconsidered in
Ref.[105])

• and the calculations of the full Raman response to evidence the emergence of the longitudinal
spin-response in the polarized Raman spectra.

We detail those calculations below.

Let’s imagine that we perturb the SP2DEG Hamiltonian (2.1) by space and time varying electric
and magnetic fields given respectively by ϕ

(
r�, t

)
= ϕ̃qωe

iq · r�−iωt and b
(
r�, t

)
= b̃qωe

iq · r�−iωt.
These fields couple to the charge3 and spin densities operators as defined in chapter 1, the perturbing
Hamiltonian writes:

Ĥpert = −eρ̂−qϕ̃qωe
−iωt + geµBŜ−q · b̃qωe

−iωt (2.14)

For convenience, we write n̂α = (ρ̂q, Ŝx,q, Ŝy,q, Ŝz,q) the set of densities operators which will experience
out of equilibrium expectation values after the switching on of Ĥpert. The corresponding equilibrium
values are 〈n̂α〉0 = (n2DL

2, 0, 0, 1
2n2DL

2ζ). The linear responses are defined by:

δnα = 〈n̂α〉 − 〈n̂α〉0 =
∑
β

χαβ (q, ω) F̃β (2.15)

where F̃β = (−eϕ̃qω, geµBb̃qω) is the set of perturbing fields Fourier amplitudes.

3 ρ̂q =
∑

k,σ c
+
k−q,σck,σ
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The linear response theory106 yields the χαβ in terms of the unperturbed eigen states of Ĥ2ζ ,

χαβ (q, ω) = 〈〈n̂α; n̂+
β 〉〉ω = − i

~
lim
ε→0+

∫ +∞

0
〈
[
n̂α(t), n̂+

β

]
〉0 e

iωt−εtdt (2.16)

〈〈n̂α; n̂β〉〉ω has the following equations of motion:

〈〈n̂α; n̂β〉〉ω =
〈〈ṅα; n̂β〉〉ω

iω
−
〈[n̂α, n̂β]〉0

~ω
= −
〈〈n̂α; ṅβ〉〉ω

iω
−
〈[n̂α, n̂β]〉0

~ω
(2.17)

where ṅα =
[
n̂α, Ĥ2ζ

]
/i~ is the time derivative of n̂α.

The derivation of the linear responses could be carried out with the above equations. However, as
stated in section 2.A for the motion of Ŝ+,q, the kinetic Hamiltonian introduces an infinite hierarchy
where a single electron-hole pair couples to multiple pairs having the same global spin. This renders
the task impossible without approximations. The RPA is the easiest one as it keeps only terms which
can be expressed as a product of occupation numbers. Nevertheless the RPA is equivalent to treating
the responses in terms of densities and the frames of the Local Spin Density Approximation (LSDA)83

and the Adiabatic Local Density Approximation (ALDA)106 will be better followed. In the LSDA,
the system responds to the perturbation with out-of-equilibrium densities (charge and spin) which,
except for the Coulomb-Hartree interaction, couple to each other by a point contact interaction in the
real space. The latter is given by variations of the Coulomb exchange-correlation part of the ground
state energy Exc. The LDA assumes indeed, that the perturbing fields and the switching on of the
perturbing Hamiltonian are adiabatic: their time scales are slower than any of the dynamical times
considered (given by the inverse of the charge and spin excitation’s frequencies). In this frame, the
linear response functions obey a self-consistent equation:

χαβ (q, ω) = χ
(0)
αβ (q, ω) +

∑
η,υ

χ(0)
αη (q, ω)

∂Σ̃η

∂nυ
(q, ω)χυβ (q, ω) (2.18)

χ
(0)
αβ are the non-interacting response functions,

χ(0)
ρρ = 4χ(0)

zz = Π↑↑ + Π↓↓, 2χ(0)
ρz = 2χ(0)

zρ = Π↑↑ −Π↓↓, χ
(0)
+− = Π↑↓, χ

(0)
−+ = Π↓↑ (2.19)

they involve the spin-resolved Lindhard polarizabilities,

Πσσ′ (q, ω) =
∑
k

〈n̂k−q,σ〉0 − 〈n̂k,σ′〉0
Ek−q − Ek + (σ − σ′)Z∗ − ~ω + iη

(2.20)

where σ(′) = ±1
2 . In Eq.(2.18), ∂Σ̃η/∂nυ are space-time Fourier transforms of the point contact

interactions between charge and spin densities. The latter are given by derivatives of the ground state
exchange-correlation energy (per unit surface) Exc = n2DR

∗
yεxc, they read :
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∂Σ̃ρ

∂ρ
= Vq +Gxcρρ = F (q)

e2

2εsq
+ L−2∂

2Exc
∂n2

2D

∂Σ̃z

∂ρ
=
∂Σ̃ρ

∂sz
= Gxcρz =

2

n2DL2

∂2Exc
∂n2D∂ζ

∂Σ̃z

∂sz
= Gxczz =

4

n2
2DL

2

∂2Exc
∂ζ2

∂Σ̃+

∂s−
=
∂Σ̃−
∂s+

= −Gxc+− =
2

n2
2DL

2

1

ζ

∂Exc
∂ζ

(2.21)

The above equation (2.18) reads as follows (from right to left): the field F̃β induces a 〈n̂υ〉 den-
sity change given by χυβF̃β, this density change induces a potential change ∂Exc/∂nυ which couples
to the density 〈n̂η〉 via the Coulomb field ∂Exc/∂nη∂nυ, hence the total interacting response to F̃β
is the non-interacting response to every induced Coulomb field plus the non-interacting response to F̃β.

Because of the spin-rotational invariance of the SP2DEG, only the above given potentials are not
zero. It results that the longitudinal (n̂q and Ŝz,q) and transverse (Ŝ+,q and Ŝ−,q) responses are
totally decoupled.

2.C.1 Longitudinal spin response

Inversion of Eq.(2.18) for (α, β) ∈ (0, z) yields the longitudinal response in a matrix form,(
δρ
δsz

)
=

[
χρρ χρz
χzρ χzz

](
−eϕ̃qω

geµB b̃z,qω

)
(2.22)

with :

χρρ =
1

D
[Π↑↑ + Π↓↓ −GxczzΠ↓↓Π↑↑]

χzz =
1

4D

[
Π↑↑ + Π↓↓ − 4

(
Vq +Gxcρρ

)
Π↓↓Π↑↑

]
χρz = χzρ =

1

2D

[
Π↑↑ −Π↓↓ + 2GxcρzΠ↓↓Π↑↑

] (2.23)

D = 1−
(
Vq +Gxcρρ + 1

4G
xc
zz

)
(Π↑↑ + Π↓↓)−Gxcρz (Π↑↑ −Π↓↓)

+
[(
Vq +Gxcρz

)
Gxczz −

(
Gxcρz

)2]
Π↓↓Π↑↑

(2.24)

The above spin-responses were first derived by A.K.Rajogopal in Ref.[83] for the 3D case. More re-
cent works used the local field factors formalism80,81,104. Local field factors are potentially a more
complete description of dynamical screening as they can have wavevector and frequency dependence
characteristic of non-locality effects contrary to the above LSDA potentials which are constant in
space and time in a translationnaly invariant system. The difficulty relies in their derivation which
has been addressed extensively in the literature107,108 and is actually not completely solved. For the
SP2DEG, Ref.[104] gives analytical expressions for spin-resolved local field factors in the small wave
vector and static limit. These expressions were derived from the thermodynamic limits109,110 of the
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spin responses and are consequently equivalent to the potentials given in Eq.2.21, except that they
did not take into account the specific transverse spin motion of the SP2DEG. Correct expressions for
the thermodynamic limits of the local field factors were then deduced from the formulas (2.21) and
(2.23) and given in Ref.[P3].

2.C.1.a Plasmons and spin-plasmons

Spin conserving excitations appear as poles of the above matrix determinant. They originate from
poles of the Lindhard polarizabilities, or from zeros of the denominator D given in Eq.(2.24). The
former are the spin-conserving single particle excitations which form two continua SPE↑↑ and SPE↓↓.
Zeros of D are the collective excitations. A SP2DEG feature is that they are mixed excitations of
both charge and spin degrees of freedom when ζ 6= 0. These excitations do not induce any change in
the spin polarization degree as they do not modify spin up and spin down populations. However each
spin population might acquire a disturbance oscillating in space and time. The two spin populations
oscillate in phase in the case of the charge mode and out of phase in the case of a spin density mode.

Nevertheless, as shown in Fig.2.4, only the charge mode (plasmon) propagates outside of the SPE

continua with its characteristic long-wavelength dispersion ω̃pl '
√

2
√

2rsq̃ (˜means quantities divided
by the Fermi correspondant quantity). The influence of the spin degree ζ is very small on the plasmon
dispersion. In addition the denominator D exhibit another zero which lies in between the two SPE
continua and can be associated to a spin-density mode (spin-plasmon)105. This mode is strongly
damped and propagates like ω̃sp ' 4√

3

√
1 + ζq̃ when ζ < 0 (spin ↓ is the majority spin population).

It propagates very close to (but above) the SPE↑↑ upper boundary ω̃+
↑↑ = 2

√
1 + ζq̃ + q̃2 (defined at

0K). The damping and the existence of this mode are discussed in the very recent Ref.[105]. Despite
the spin mode does not show as a narrow line in the dissipation spectrum (like the plamson does in
Imχρρ, see Fig.6 of Ref.[P3]), effects of its presence are nonetheless manifest in Imχzz as depicted on
Fig.2.5: the majoritary SPE (SPE↓↓ for ζ < 0) are screened out from the dissipation spectrum, the
strength of the screening grows with the Coulomb interaction strength.

2.C.2 Transverse spin response

If we now solve Eq.(2.18) for (α, β) ∈ (+,−), we find two decoupled equations leading to the transverse
spin responses, (

δs+

δs−

)
=

[
χ+− 0

0 χ−+

]
1
2geµB

(
b̃+,qω
b̃−,qω

)
(2.25)

with :

χ+− =
Π↑↓

1 +Gxc+−Π↑↓
χ−+ =

Π↓↑
1 +Gxc+−Π↓↑

(2.26)

2.C.2.a Spin waves

The poles of the transverse responses are the spin-flip SPEs (SF-SPE) and the zeros of their denom-
inators which are the spin-flip wave modes. As shown on Fig.2.6, the SFW propagates below the
SF-SPE continuum with the following long-wavelength dispersionP3,

~ωSFW (q → 0) = Ze −
1

|ζ|
Ze

Z∗ − Ze
~2

2mb
q2 (2.27)
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Figure 2.4. Plasmon dispersions: (a) Effect of corrections: without exchange and correlations=RPA
(straight line), with exchange only (dotted line), and with exchange and correlations (dashed line). (b)
Effect of density: calculations are carried out with exchange and correlations for rs = 0.4, 1, 2, 5, 10.
(c) Effect of spin polarization degree: variation of the plasmon dispersions for ζ ranging from 0 to -1,
the shaded area are the intermediate values. In (a) and (b) the SPE↑↑ and SPE↓↓ (resp. poles of Π↑↑
and Π↓↓) boundaries are plotted for T = 0K. (sparse domains). In (c) only the SPE↓↓ boundary is
plotted for ζ = 0 and ζ = −1. Taken from Ref.[P3].

The SFW dispersion has a negative slope which is different from the spin-wave dispersion (the Gold-
stone mode) in a ferromagnetic system70. This feature is not due to the paramagnetic character of the
SP2DEG but rather to its conducting character. As an illustration, the spin-wave mode supported
by the carriers in a ferromagnetic DMS has a negative slope while the spin-wave mode supported by
the localized spins in the same ferromagnetic DMS has a positive slope111,112. To understand this
qualitative difference, we have to describe the gain or the cost in energy in one hand or the other
when, for example, two spins separated by the distance π/q are tilted out of their equilibrium axis
(with opposite phases when the distance is π/q).
In the localized spins case, the question has a meaning only if π/q > a, where a stands for the aver-
age distance between the spins. λF is the relevant distance cut-off for the conducting spin case. In
the former case, the tilt has a cost given by the exchange coupling constant J between neighboring
spins. For the conducting case, the motion of carriers interplays with the Coulomb interaction. In
the ground state of the SP2DEG, electrons re-arrange their positions to obey the Pauli’s exclusion
principle: two-electrons having the same spin are strictly forbidden to be at the same position. This
forms the Pauli-hole in the equal-spin pair distribution function113 gσσ(r) which gives the probability
to find two electrons of spin σ separated by the distance r, gσσ(0) = 0. Accordingly, the Coulomb
repulsion between two electrons of opposite spins, where the Pauli repulsion does not hold, induces a
less deep hole, gσσ̄(0) 6= 0. This means that, in the ground state, two electrons of opposite spins stand
naturally closer than two electrons having same spins.
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Figure 2.5. Collective behavior of the spin fluctuations part in the spin-spin density response function
Imχzz. Calculations have been made at q̃ = 0.1. (a) Lineshape deformation and peak shifting of
the spin fluctuations as a function of rs for ζ = 0, η̃ = 0 and T̃ = 0. In this reduced unity scale,
the SPE line in Im Π remains constant. (b), (c) and (d) Origin of the spin-fluctuations lineshape
deformation, Imχzz is calculated at rs=2 as a function of spin degree ζ, by modifying the dynamical
screening: (b) all the dynamical screenings are set to zero, (c) screening due to spin-density is set to
zero (Gxczz = Gxcρz = 0), (d) no modification. Taken from Ref.[P3].

In the homogeneous spin-wave state (q = 0), the spins of electrons oscillate parallel to each other,
there is no change in the pair-distributions, the only energy cost is due to the magnetic energy intro-
duced by the external magnetic field (or the exchange-field with the localized spins in DMS). Consider
now, a q 6= 0 spin-wave state where two spins separated by π/q have been tilted from their initial
orientation (by the exciting magnetic field b̃+,qω). If those two electrons were occupying the ground
state, they would displace to be closer. Here, they are forced to stand at their positions while tilting
their spins. Hence, in that spin-wave state, their separation is larger than the one they would have
if they were in the ground state. Therefore, the Coulomb repulsion is reduced and this leads to a
negative change in energy with respect to the ground state. This variation is stronger for closer tilted
spins. Consequently, the slope of the dispersion with q is negative.

To conclude, the transverse response is dominated by the presence of the SFW modes. The negative
slope dispersion of these modes are characteristic of the conducting quality of the 2DEG.

2.C.3 Raman response

A full theory of the Raman cross section is given in appendix A. The Raman mechanism is a two-
visible-photon process which allows the transfer of a momentum q to the SP2DEG. For typical densities
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Figure 2.6. Dispersion of spin flip excitations calculated for a zero thickness quantum well at T = 0K,
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√
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√
1 + ζ is the cut-off wave-vector below which the SFW can

propagate. Taken from Ref.[P3].

(rs = 2) Raman transferred wave vectors q ranging from 0 to 0.1kF can be achieved in CdMnTe. The
Raman spectrum measures the Raman cross section which gives the probability per time unit to get a
photon at the pulsation ωs, in the direction ks, which is the result of the scattering of incoming photons
with pulsation ωi and momentum ki. Scattering events which are of interest are due to fluctuations in
the charge and spin densities. Thus, the Raman cross section is proportional to the fluctuations spec-
tra which are given by the space-time Fourier transform of the correlation functions, also called the
dynamical structure factors114. The fluctuation-dissipation theorem106 links the dynamical structure
factors to the imaginary part of the dynamical susceptibilities. Therefore the scattering spectrum is
similar to the dissipation spectrum.

Moreover, in Zinc-blende host semiconductors like CdMnTe, the Raman response exhibits the fol-
lowing selection rules: spin-conserving (resp. spin-flip) excitations are probed when the incoming and
scattered photons have parallel (resp. crossed) polarizations. As a result, it is possible to separate the
longitudinal and the transverse response.

2.C.3.a Longitudinal Raman response

When the incident and scattered photons have parallel polarizations, the Raman cross section is linked
to the spin-conserving response:

d2σ

dΩdω
= −r2

0

ωs
ωi

1

1− e−β~ω
~
π

[
|γρ|2 Imχρρ + |γs|2 Imχzz + 2 Re γ∗ργs Imχρz

]
(2.28)
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The spin-conserving Raman spectra are usually dominated by the charge response Imχρρ, where
the plasmon pole appears as well defined Raman line and screens the single-particle continuum. Plas-
mons dispersion in Cd1−xMnxTe quantum wells have been extracted from polarized Raman spectra
in Ref.[85]. Spin-conserving single-particle continua have been studied by Raman in Ref.[P6]. The
originality of SP2DEG is the emergence of the spin-conserving spin response Imχzz in Eq.(2.28). The
showing up of this response is demonstrated in appendix A and is due to the time-reversal symetry
breaking in presence of the in-plane magnetic field.

In Fig.2.7, we concentrate on the Imχzz response which emerges in the polarized Raman spectra
when plugging the magnetic field. The emergence is spectacular in Fig.2.7(a). As already discussed
in Fig.2.5 and in Ref.[105], a spin-plasmon pole propagates in between the two spin-conserving single
particle excitations continua SPE↓↓ and SPE↑↑. This pole is overdamped and cannot show up as a
well defined collective Raman line, but strongly affects the low energy spin-fluctuations spectrum:
it screens-out completely the majority SPE↓↓ spectrum and deforms with shifting to higher energies
the minority SPE↑↑ spectrum. The influence of the spin-plasmon pole grows up with the Coulomb
interaction strengthP3. It results that the low-energy Imχzz spectrum is an original mixture between
the SPE↑↑ spectra and a spin-plasmon. As a consequence, it scalesP3,105 like ~vF↑q = ~vF

√
1 + ζq, the

Fermi velocity of minority spins electrons times the momentum q. Fig.2.7(a-d) show this behavior. In
Fig.2.7(b), the dispersion with q is shown and the edge position of Imχzz is extracted in Fig.2.7(c).
The square of the slopes of the dispersions obtained for various fields are plotted in Fig.2.7(d) as a
function of the bare Zeeman Ze (determined from q = 0 depolarized Raman spectra). Except for the
slope at B = 4.0 T which is difficult to extract, the agreement with the linear behavior ~vF

√
1 + ζq

is excellent and we can extrapolate the Zeeman energy for which the SP2DEG should be fully spin
polarized.

2.C.3.b Transverse Raman response

When the two photons are, crossed-polarized, the Raman cross section is proportional to the transverse
spin response:

d2σ

dΩdω
= −r2

0

ωs
ωi

1

1− e−β~ω
~
π

[
|γ↑↓|2 Imχ+− + |γ↓↑|2 Imχ−+

]
(2.29)

In Fig.2.8(a), we show typical Raman spectra obtained on a Cd1−xMnxTe quantum well with and
in-plane magnetic field B = 2.1 T and various Raman transferred momentum q varying from 0 to
14 µm−1. All spectra are dominated by a sharp-peaked line associated with the collective SFW. The
SFW mode is narrow in width compared to the other excitations in the spectra and is intense at all
magnetic fields. As q is increased, the intensity of the SFW decreases and eventually disappears at
a critical wave vector, q0

P3. The dispersion with q is negative in accordance with the predictions of
Eq.(2.27). The linewidth of the SFW broadens with increasing q, a consequence of the damping out
due to interactions with the SF-SPE continuum (see after)P8.

At higher energies, features of the SF-SPE are observed in the spectra. These features emerge as
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Figure 2.7. Spin-conserving Raman response from sample (D) (see Table 2.1). (a) Polarized Raman
spectra obtained for fixed q = 13.5 µm−1 and various magnetic fields. (b) Polarized Raman spectra
obtained for fixed B = 2.0 T and various momentum q. The calculated Imχzz spectrum is overlaid
for q = 14.9 µm−1. (c) Linear dispersions with q of the position of the edge of Imχzz for various
magnetic fields. (d) Square of the slopes extracted from (c) and extrapolated point at which the
spin-plasmon/SPE↑↑ spectrum disappears (full spin polarized SP2DEG). To be published.

the magnetic field is increased, showing a fan-shaped-like behavior at large q values leading to a con-
tinuum. This continuum corresponds to the joint density of state (JDOS) of electron-hole pairs in
the Fermi sea which has a characteristic double-peak structureP3. The maxima positions in the JDOS
of the SF-SPE continuum are pointed by the labels SPE1 and SPE2. In the long wavelength limit,
SPE1 and SPE2 postions are close to Z∗ ± ~vF↑q where vF↑ is the Fermi velocity of the minority spin
subband and Z∗ is the renormalized Zeeman energy of Eq.(2.5). The dip between SPE1 and SPE2 is
due to the occupancy of the minority spin subbandP1.

In Fig.2.8(b) and (c), we have plotted the calculated spectra for the same conditions. Fig.2.8(b)
is the collective response Imχ+−(q, ω). It is dominated by the SFW line and its negative dispersion
with q, the SF-SPEs are screened-out. Fig.2.8(a) is the single particle response given by Im Π↑↓(q, ω)
with its double peak structures at exact positions Z∗±~vF↑q where vF↑. The experimental spectra are
neither given by the collective response, nor the single-particle one, but by a mixing of both responses.
This is a consequence of the optical resonance with the incoming photon in the Raman process91.
This resonance boosts the weight of single-particle excitations which opposes the screening-out of the
collective mode. However, one also sees departures from Im Π↑↓ in the experimental spectra. The
low energy SPE peak (SPE1) is repulsed by the SFW and departs from its non-interacting position
Z∗ − ~vF↑q.
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Figure 2.8. Comparison between experimental and theoretical Raman spectra. (a) Experimental
Raman spectra showing the coexistence of spin-flip wave (narrow line at lower energies) and single-
particle spin-flip excitations (double peaked structure at higher energies) in a sample with xMn = 0.75%
and n2D = 2.9× 1011 cm−2. The magnetic field is B = 2.1 T. The Raman transferred momentum
q was varied between ∼ 0 and 14 µm−1. Arrows indicate features of the single-particle response,
SPE1 and SPE2 as described in the text. Corresponding calculated spectra are shown in (b) and (c).
(b) is obtained from the collective response Imχ+−(q, ω) and (c) from the single particle response
Im Π↑↓(q, ω). Taken from Ref.[P16].

2.D Spin waves dispersion and damping

As we have seen in section 2.C.2.a, the motion of carrier plays an important role in the way the
spin waves are dispersing with their momentum q. This can be read from equation of motion of the
transverse spin density recalled from Eqs.(2.6) and (2.7),

d

dt
Ŝ+,q = iωeŜ+,q − iq · Ĵ+,q (2.30)

where ωe = Ze (B) /~. Therefore an inhomogeneous (i.e q 6= 0) spin-wave carries a transverse spin-
current and vice-versa. We will see below that this spin-current is either a good and bad companion for
the spin-wave. His bad role results from its intrinsic non-conservation with the Coulomb interaction
as every spin-flip pair involved in the current propagates with its own velocity and direction, and
thus can be scattered by ĤC. This type of intrinsic damping is now refereed as the spin Coulomb
drag (SCD)34,53 and is a strong dissipation source of pure spin-currents (PSC) which are a target
in spin-based electronics. However the SCD is very efficient in semiconductors where PSCs involve
longitudinal (with respect to the spin-quantization axis) spin degrees of freedom like in the spin-
plasmons35,36. It is supposed to be much lower for transverse spin degrees of freedom37,78. Thus, an
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alternative would be to make use of transverse spin degrees of freedom, also naturally good candidate
for pure spin information transport. For example, spin waves in ferromagnets may be the mean to
transmit and modify a logical information23. In this frame, understanding of the intrinsic limitations
of spin waves propagation is crucial. Attention to this topic has been drawn in Ref.[37], where it was
found that a spin wave propagating with momentum q in a spin-polarized conducting system had
intrinsically a relaxation rate proportional to q2. Our Raman experiments carried on the SP2DEG
spin-wave confirmed this behavior. We will give the details below.

2.D.1 Role of the spin currents and spin conductivity

From the equation of motion (2.30) of the transverse spin-density operator Ŝ+,q and the equation of
motion (2.17) of the linear responses, the equation of motion of the transverse spin-susceptibility is
deduced:

(ω − ωe) 〈〈Ŝ+,q; Ŝ−,−q〉〉ω = −q 〈〈Ĵ+,q; Ŝ−,−q〉〉ω −
2

~
〈Ŝz,q=0〉0 (2.31)

where 〈〈Ĵ+,q; Ŝ−,−q〉〉ω is the current response to an exciting transverse magnetic field b̃+,qω. One
is left with evaluating the spin-current dynamics. The spin current evolution is dominated by single
particle states dynamics as ĤC does not conserve Ĵ+,q but destroys the coherence between the single
particle objects composing it. By using the Eq.(2.4) and summing over k, we get,

〈〈Ĵ+,q; Ŝ−,−q〉〉ω = −qΣ (q,ω)
(

1−Gxc+− 〈〈Ŝ+,q; Ŝ−,−q〉〉ω
)

(2.32)

which introduces the transverse spin-conductivity,

Σ (q,ω) =
n2DL

2

2m∗
1

ω − ωe

[
1 +

2m∗

n2DL2
〈〈Ĵ+,q; Ĵ−,−q〉〉G=0

ω

]
(2.33)

In Eq.(2.33), 〈〈Ĵ+,q; Ĵ−,−q〉〉G=0
ω is the non-interacting spin current-spin current response. Eq.(2.32)

tells that the current respond to a gradient in the magnetic excitation via the spin-conductivity. The
magnetic excitation is the addition of the external excitation b̃+,qω and the internal precessing ex-
change field caused by the spin precession 〈Ŝ+,q〉, itself excited by b̃+,qω. Injecting Eq.(2.32) into
Eq.(2.31) leads to,

χ+− (q,ω) = 〈〈Ŝ+,q; Ŝ−,−q〉〉ω =
−2 〈Ŝz,q=0〉0 + ~Σ (q,ω) q2

~ω − Ze +Gxc+−~Σ (q,ω) q2
(2.34)

In Eq.(2.34), the spin-conductivity Σ (q,ω) has real and imaginary parts. The former leads to the
dispersion of the SFW pole, the latter to its damping rate. The Imaginary part of Σ (q,ω) originates
from the damping of SF-SPE, which is intrinsic to ĤC (see Eq.(2.3)) or any source of disorder acting
on transverse spin degrees of freedom. It is worth noting, that the spin wave damping originates from
the kinetic motion of the conduction electrons and from the topology of the conduction band: a 2D
parabola. In a Luttinger liquid115, the conduction band is linear in k and one-dimensional. As a
result the motion in Eq.(2.7) conserves the macroscopic spin. The coupling between and SF-SPEs
is then broken. As SF-SPEs are coupled to charge degrees of freedom by ĤC, the coupling between
Ŝ+,q and charge degrees is also broken. This property is at the origin of the well known spin-charge
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separation32,115 occuring in Luttinger liquids. Corrections of the spin-charge separation caused by
the parabolicity of the one-dimensional band are shown in Ref.[30]. The spin Coulomb drag and the
spin-charge separation are in fact opposite effects. Finding the complex pole ω̃q of Eq.(2.34) for the
long wavelengths (q � kF ) leads to:

Re ω̃q = ωe − q2Gxc lim
q→0,ω→0

Re Σ (2.35)

Im ω̃q = q2Gxc lim
q→0,ω→0

Im Σ (2.36)

The result of Eq.(2.36) was given in Ref.[37] and some corrections were added in Ref.[P8]. We highlight
that these q2 laws are valid in the longwavelength limit when the SFW propagates far from the SF-SPE
continuum. When close to this continuum, the coupling with SF-SPEs introduces corrections to the
above laws and one should better replace the dispersion law with the one found in Eq.(2.27),

Re ω̃q = ωe −
1

|ζ|
Ze

Z∗ − Ze
~

2m∗
q2 (2.37)

while for the damping rate ηq/~ of the SFW, derivation of the Gilbert damping αG = 1/Zeηq gives
more acurate results78. The latter can be found from the zero frequency slope of the fluctuation
spectrum78,79:

αG = − ~ω2
e

4 〈Ŝz,q=0〉0
lim
ω→0

∂

∂ω
Imχ+− (2.38)

Using Eqs.(2.38) and (2.34) together with the expression (2.33) of the spin-conductivity, we found for
the SFW damping rate,

ηq
~

= Im ω̃q = q2 ~2

2m∗ |ζ|
Z∗

Ze

3ηsp

(Z∗)2 + η2
sp

ωe

[
Z∗

Ze
−

(Z∗)2 + 1
3η

2
sp

(Z∗)2 + η2
sp

]
(2.39)

where ηsp is the SF-SPE scattering rate introduced in Eq.(2.4). The latter includes scattering due to
both disorder and ĤC.

2.D.2 Spin waves damping probed by Raman scattering

Evidence of the universal q2-law presented in Eq.(2.39) behavior has been performed in high mobility
SP2DEGs described in this chapter. Since, the well defined spin waves modes have been successfully
observed in these quantum wellsP1,P2, this material is a perfect candidate to investigate the damping.
The sketch on Fig.2.9 depicts the experimental geometry: the external magnetic field (B) is applied
in the z direction parallel to the quantum well plane and the average angle θ of the incoming and
back-scattered light wavevectors with respect to the normal direction can be tuned to make the in
plane Raman transferred wavevector q = 4π

λ cos β2 sin θ vary in the range 0 < q < 16 µm−1, β ' 5◦

and λ is the incoming light wavelength.

In Fig.2.9(a), crossed polarized Raman spectra have been plotted. They are obtained for increasing
q and fixed external magnetic field at superfluid He bath temperature (T ∼ 2.0 K). These spectra
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Figure 2.9. (a) Typical crossed polarized Raman spectra obtained on sample A at B = 2 T and for
different values of q. The single Raman line is the SFW. A sketch of the scattering geometry shows the
angles definition. Incoming photon is polarized parallel to B (π), while the scattered one is polarized
perpendicular to B (σ). (b) Spectra obtained by shifting the Laser wavelength. Amplitude variations
of the Raman line reveal the optical resonance width. Taken from Ref.[P8].

present a clear dispersive Raman line associated to the spin flip wave. The resonant behavior of the
Raman peak is shown in Fig.2.9(b). Tuning the laser wavelength across the optical resonance evidences
the resonance width which is 20 times larger than the SFW Raman line. Hence, we can consider that
Raman spectra give access to Imχ+− (q, ω) and extract from these data both the SFW energy (~ωsw)
and the line width ηsw q-dependance.

As shown in Fig.2.10(a), ~ωsw is well reproduced by the formula of Eq.(2.37). Extraction of the
Raman line linewidth needs an accurate deconvolution process with the spectrometer responseP8 and
the results are plotted in Fig.2.10(b) as a function of q2 for the same conditions as the dispersions
plotted in Fig.2.10(a). It shows that, in the explored range of wave vectors (q � kF ), the linewidth
q-dependence is very well reproduced by a parabolic form:

ηsw = η0 + η2q
2 (2.40)

In Eq.(2.40), η0 gives the homogenous mode (q = 0) damping and η2 is linked to the ηq damping of
Eq.(2.39): η2 has obviously a strong magnetic field dependence. Mn spin fluctuations are known to
introduce a strong damping in the homogeneous mode116. In the CdMnTe quantum wells, the typical
Mn average distance d̄ ∼ 0.4nm is far smaller than the minimum magnetization wavelength probed
in the Raman experiment (qd̄ � 1). Hence, Mn damping is expected to be constant in the explored
range of q and leads to η0 but not to η2. Fig.2.10(c) confirms the presence of the q2 law with the same
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Figure 2.10. Typical SFW energy (a) and linewidth (b) q-dependence obtained on sample B (x =
0.87%, rs = 2.4) for B=0.37, 0.63 and 0.8 T. In agreement with Eqs.(2.37) and (2.40) the data follow
a parabolic behavior. (c) Linewidth q-dependence obtained on CdTe sample H. Taken from Ref.[P8].

order of magnitude in CdTe quantum well (without Mn).

Fig.2.11(a) compares the experimental η2 with the theoretical ηq. Both are plotted as a function
of the Larmor pulsation ωe. The measurements accuracy is not able to separate variations of η2 with
electron density within the small range explored here (rs ∈ [1.7, 2.4]). But within the experimental
error, all the CdMnTe data follows the same power-law even if the Mn concentration varies like 1:5.
This confirms that the observed phenomenom is not due to the presence of Mn impurities. In the range
of explored pulsations, the average data curve is very well reproduced by the expression of ηq given
in Eq.(2.39) when taking a disorder scattering time τdis ∼ 2 ps. For such a time scale, densities and
experimental conditions, the spin-Coulomb drag coefficient 1

τee
is always smaller than 15ns−1 and has

negligible impact on measurements. However enhancement of both the Zeeman energy (Z∗ > Ze) and
the transverse field due to the Coulomb local exchange field are clearly needed to make the theory of
Ref.[37] match the experiment. These conclusions are clearer when plotting η2n = η2/

~2
2m∗ as a function

of the spin polarization ζ in a log-log frame as shown in Fig.2.11(b). Indeed, when ωe > 1 Trad/s and
for rs ∼ 2, the Zeeman enhancement Z∗/Ze = ω∗e/ωe ∼ 2, so (ω∗eτdis)

2 � 1 and η2n becomes:

lim
ω∗eτdis�1

η2n '
1

ζ2

1

EF

~
τ

3

[
ω∗e
ωe
− 1

]
(2.41)

Comparing Eq.(2.41) and Fig.2.11(b), the 1/ζ2 behavior is fulfilled by the data even for the lowest
measurable frequencies in agreement with ηq. This confirmed that spin-current dynamics is determined
by individual pair dynamics for which the relevant precession pulsation is ω∗e and not ωe. Moreover,
the individual spin-flip scattering time can also be probed by ERRS in the same conditionsP1 from
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Figure 2.11. (a) η2 is plotted as a function of ωe. Symbols are data obtained on samples with
various Mn (x) and electron (rs) concentrations. Concentrations are measured as in Ref.[P1]. Lines
are calculated η2 : using Eq.(2.39) with rs = 2 and τdis = 2 ps (full line), using Ref.[37] with rs = 2
and τdis = 1 ps (dotted line, ”Ref.[6]”). The insert shows variations of Eq.(2.39) with rs (upper curve
is lower rs) and variations of Ref.[37] with τdis(flatter curve is lower τdis). (b) Check of the power-law

behavior: η2n = η2/
~2

2m∗ is plotted as a function of the spin polarization ζ in a log10 frame. Lines
corresponds to calculated η2n from (a). All data curves are parallel to y = −2x. Taken from Ref.[P8].

q = 0 spectra as shown in Fig.2.2. At q = 0, the energies of individual pairs are degenerate to Z∗ and
presents a well defined peak in Raman spectra. Processing the linewidth of this peak with the same
procedure gives a time in between 1.2 ps and 1.8 ps in very good agreement with the determination
of τdis ' 2 ps. We also note that the SFW lifetime (τsw) is, at very-long wavelength, longer than the
SF-SPE lifetime (τsw ' 5 ps), but reaches the SF-SPE lifetime at the highest q.

2.D.3 Conclusion in the perspective of spin-based electronics

In the introduction we mentioned the use of spin-waves to transmit a logical information. The SFW
of high mobility SP2DEG, if available at room temperature, would be a very good carrier. Assuming
a group velocity vg = βq and a damping rate similar to Eq.(2.40), leads to a propagation length lprop
which reaches a maximumP9 β~/√η0η2 for qmax =

√
η0/η2. In CdMnTe quantum wells with typical

densities, the group velocity vg scales with the Fermi velocity vF and lprop ' 1 µm. Thus, the above
investigations carried in model systems, demonstrate both on the experimental and theoretical sides
that, in conducting systems, propagating spin waves with momentum q 6= 0 are subject to a strong
intrinsic mechanism of losses with a damping rate proportional to q2. The form of this damping is
intrinsically linked to the kinetic motion of the spin carriers and to the fluctuations caused by this
motion. It couples the spin motion to the charge motion. It limits the propagation to short lifetimes
and short distance. Therefore, insulating ferromagnetic systems are now much more promising for
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spin-based devices. The hot point with those materials is how to efficiently excite spin-waves without
the strong consumption of an oscillating magnetic field. For that reason, the spintronics community
has focused on the spin-orbit interaction which transforms efficiently a charge current into a spin
current (or a transient spin precession). Hybrid systems coupling an insulating ferromagnetic layer
and a conducting layer with strong spin-orbit interaction are very promizing24.
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Chapter 3

Spin polarized 2DEG in presence of spin-orbit and

Coulomb interactions

Spin-orbit (SO) coupling arises from relativity: the spin of an electron moving at a velocity v, in a
static electric field E, sees a magnetic field BSO = − 1

c2
v×E (c is the speed of light)117. This magnetic

field splits the energy levels of atoms, giving rise to their fine structure118. For an ensemble of itinerant
electrons in solids, such a simple quantizing effect cannot be expected, because of the distribution of
velocities: Momentum-dependent SO fields cause each individual electronic spin to precess with its
own axis, which destroys spin coherence (D’yakonov-Perel’ [DP] decoherence52). This sets practical
limitations on many proposed applications in spin-based electronics19,55,119–121.

However, this DP picture is appropriate only for situations where the macroscopic spin is carried by
individual electrons, which is often the case45,55,119,122,123. In the emerging field of magnonics, where
spin current are replaced by spin-waves, none was known on the interplay between the Coulomb
interaction (which make the spin-wave exist) and the spin-orbit interaction (which is the cause of the
DP decoherence). An eventual interplay should take place in a conducting system with spin-orbit
in the conduction band, and 2DEGs embedded in semiconductor quantum wells are ideal testbed
systems. Recently, topological insulators have also emerged as two-dimensional conducting systems
with strong (colossal)124 spin-orbit interaction. However, their in-plane collective excitations125 are
difficult to probe126.

3.A Rashba and Dresselhaus spin-orbit fields

In a Zinc-Blende semiconductor doped quantum well, internal SO fields arise from the lack of an
inversion center of the crystalline unit cell, and from an asymmetric confining potential127, referred to
as Dresselhaus128 and Rashba129 fields, respectively. Hence, a conduction electron with momentum k,
moving in the plane of a [001]-oriented quantum well, experiences a SO magnetic field

BSO(k) =
2α

gµB

(
kz
−kx

)
+

2β

gµB

(
kx
−kz

)
(3.1)

(to lowest order in k), for coordinate systems with in-plane axis x̂ ‖ [100] and ẑ ‖ [010]. Here, α
and β are the Rashba and linear Dresselhaus coupling constants127, respectively, g is the electron
g-factor, and µB the Bohr magneton. BSO produces an intrinsic k-dependent spin splitting45,122 and
a k-dependent spin orientation120,130 of single-electron conduction states.
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3.B The spin-plasmon as a quantum object in the collective SO field

In Ref.[P10], we have demonstrated that Coulomb interaction playing a central role in collective
spin excitations, can drastically modify the DP scenario, and give rise, in contrary to macroscopic
quantum objects governed by a unique macroscopic spin-orbit field. For that we have first focused
on intersubband (ISB) spin-plasmons in a doped semiconductor quantum wells, without magnetic
impurities. The reason is that pioneering theoretical work on the interplay between Coulomb and spin-
orbit at a collective excitation level investigated ISB spin-plasmons in semiconductor 2DEGs131,132.

3.B.1 Fine structure of intersubband spin-plasmons

In a doped quantum well, electrons can exhibit collective spin dynamics when excited from the first
to the second subband of the quantum well. These so-called ISB spin plasmons, which arise from
Coulomb interactions, are energetically well separated from the continuum of ISB single-particle ex-
citations25,26. In the absence of a transferred momentum q and external magnetic field Bext, time
reversal symetry, together with the [001]-axis rotational symetry of the quantum well, average out
the k-dependent BSO. Hence, no macroscopic SO force is acting on the electron gas, and the spin
plasmons are spin-degenerate. However, when transferring an in-plane momentum q to the electron
gas, the rotational symetry is broken and BSO(k) does not average out anymore.

In this situation, it has been predicted131,132 that despite the spread of BSO(k), a collective SO mag-
netic field Bcoll

SO (q) emerges, splitting the spin plasmon branch into three modes: one longitudinal oscil-
lation mode (m‖) and two transverse precession modes (m+ and m−). In terms of creation-anihilation

operators, these three modes are respectively associated to {1/2
∑

kσ c
+
2,k−q,σc1,k,σ,

∑
k c

+
2,k−q,↑c1,k,↓,∑

k c
+
2,k−q,↓c1,k,↑}, where 1 and 2 indices refer respectively to the first (occupied) and second (empty)

orbital subband of the quantum well. The spin quantization axis is defined by Bcoll
SO (q).

Figure 3.1(a) shows these three transverse modes, whose frequencies are shifted in opposite direc-
tions by SO coupling. The behavior is similar to a macroscopic quantum objects, characterized by a
collective spin magnetic moment M, and thus subject to an interaction energy W (q) = −M · Bcoll

SO (q).
Within this framework, the downward (upward) energy shift of the m+ (m−) mode is explained by its
projected magnetic moment being parallel (antiparallel) to the quantizing field Bcoll

SO (q) as sketched on
Fig.3.1(c)left. If so, then, in the presence of an external magnetic field, both fields should superpose
like on Fig.3.1(c)right and the interaction energy to become,

W (q) = −M ·
(
Bcoll

SO (q)+Bext

)
. (3.2)

In the following, we will demonstrate that this fine structure model correctly captures the physics of
the ISB spin plasmons in presence of spin-orbit fields.

3.B.2 Experimental evidence of the collective spin-orbit field

The method is to:

(i) carry out Raman scattering (RS) measurements in a [001]–oriented, asymmetrically modulation-
doped GaAs/AlGaAs quantum well,
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Figure 3.1. Fine structure model of ISB spin plasmons. (a) Three-fold splitting, induced by SO
coupling, of the ISB spin plasmon modes. ∆E denotes the difference of the mode energies with and
without SO coupling, calculated for the studied GaAs quantum well, and q is the magnitude of the
plasmon momentum (here q ‖ [110]). The splitting δ between the transverse m± modes is almost
linear in q. (b) For a fixed q = 8.0 µm−1, calculated modulation of the splitting δ with the in-plane
orientation of q, labeled by the angle ϕ to [110]. (c) Sketch of the proposed interpretation of the
transverse ISB spin plasmons m±, as the precession of antiparallel µ collective magnetic moments
about Bcoll

SO at zero external field (left), and about the superposition Bcoll
SO +Bext when an external

magnetic field Bext is applied (right). Taken from Ref.[P10].

(ii) probe the fine structure of ISB spin-plasmon by varying the Raman transferred momentum q,

(iii) apply an external in-plane magnetic field, with controlled in-plane direction such as to cancel
Bcoll

SO (q) by the superposition principle.

The 2DEG is embedded in a GaAs/GaAlAs quantum well with an electron density of 2.3× 1011 cm−2,
and a mobility 2× 107 cm2 V−1 s−1 at the working temperature T ' 2 K of the superfluid Helium bath.

3.B.2.a Raman spectra and SO splitting in absence of external magnetic field

Figure 3.2(a) (top) shows Raman spectra at finite q. According to the selection rules for unpolarized
2DEG (see appendix A), the charge plasmon is observed only when the incident and scattered pho-
ton have parallel polarizations (polarized spectra), while the spin plasmon appears when they have
orthogonal polarizations (depolarized spectra). The single-particle excitations continuum appears in
both configurations (here as a shoulder of the charge plasmon peak).

In the following, we focus on the spin plasmon peak, obtained in the depolarized geometry where
only the transverse modes, m+ and m− are probed. Typical spectra, taken in the absence of an
external magnetic field, are presented in Fig.3.2(a) (bottom). These are obtained for a momentum of
fixed magnitude q = 8.0 µm−1, but various in-plane orientations, labeled by the angle ϕ between q
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and the [110] direction of the GaAs quantum well.

The spectra exhibit a single, quasi-Lorentzian peak, of full width at half-maximum (FWHM) w;
when plotting w for various ϕ [Fig.3.2(c)], w is modulated quasi-sinusoidally with a period π. This
modulation is characteristic of the two-fold symetry of the SO splitting [Fig.3.1(b)], with a maximum
along [110] (ϕ = 0◦) and a minimum along

[
110
]

(ϕ = 90◦). Furthermore, as seen in Fig.3.2(b)-(d),
the amplitude of the modulation increases with increasing q, in agreement with Fig.3.1(a). Both char-
acteristics confirm the SO origin of the modulation. This shows that the observed Raman line is the
sum of two Lorentzian peaks corresponding to the transverse spin plasmon modes m+ and m−, split
by δ (Fig.3.2(a), red dashed lines). By independently determining the FWHM of the latter peaks, we
extracted the splitting δ(q) by deconvolution.
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Figure 3.2. Anisotropic splitting of the ISB spin plasmon modes. (a) Top panel: Inelastic light scat-
tering spectrum of the ISB excitations, in polarized (black) and depolarized (red) geometry. Bottom
panel: Depolarized spectra obtained at fixed q = 8.0 µm−1, by varying the in-plane angle ϕ measured
from [110] (vertical offset for clarity). The single, quasi-Lorentzian peak observed is the sum of two
Lorentzians (red dashed lines for the ϕ = 90◦ spectrum) of same amplitude and linewidth, corre-
sponding to the transverse spin plasmons modes m+ and m− split by an amount δ. Inset: scattering
geometry showing angle definitions; ki and ks are the incoming and scattered light wavevectors. (b-d)
Variation of the linewidth w with ϕ for q = 10.2, 8.0 and 5.4 µm−1 respectively. Lines: theory (see
text). Taken from Ref.[P10].
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3.B.2.b In-plane components of the collective SO field

We have determined the collective SO field Bcoll
SO (q) by applying an external magnetic field Bext. Since

Bcoll
SO (q) is expected132 to lie in the plane of the quantum well for our [001]-oriented sample, Bext will

be applied in the well plane (quasi-Voigt geometry). If the spin plasmon moment M is of quantum
nature, its energy levels will be quantized by the total field Btot = Bcoll

SO (q)+Bext. Following Eq. (3.2),
the splitting δ will then be given by

δ = 2µBtot = 2µ
√

(Bext + Bcoll
SO · u)2 + (Bcoll

SO × u)2, (3.3)

where µ is the quantized value of the spin plasmon magnetic moment and u is a unit vector parallel
to the direction of Bext.

Figure 3.3. Variation of the composite linewidth w with the external magnetic field Bext. (a) w(Bext)
plots obtained in the configuration Bext ‖ q for a fixed q = 8.0 µm−1 and various in-plane angles ϕ
(measured from [110]). (b) Corresponding w(Bext) plots obtained for Bext ⊥ q. Lines are guides for
the eyes. Each w(Bext) plot is symmetric about a certain value of the external field (marked by a
dotted circle) which cancels the corresponding component of the collective SO field Bcoll

SO (q). Taken
from Ref.[P10].

For a given q, we recorded a series of spectra at varying Bext, with Bext applied successively along
two crossed directions: Bext ⊥ q and Bext ‖ q. Figures 3.3(a) and 3.3(b), respectively, present the
composite linewidth w as a function of Bext for these two configurations. The various plots are ob-
tained for fixed q = 8.0 µm−1, and a set of 8 angles ϕ, spaced by 22.5◦ within a period π. Each plot
exhibits a clear minimum for a certain value of Bext, and is symmetric with respect to that minimum.

According to Eq. (3.3), each minimum corresponds to the situation where Bext exactly cancels the
component of Bcoll

SO (q) parallel to it, Bext = −Bcoll
SO · u. Using this criterion, we extracted the component

Bcoll
SO,‖ of the collective SO field parallel to q from the plots of Fig.3.3(a), and the perpendicular

component Bcoll
SO,⊥ from the plots of Fig.3.3(b). Figure 3.4(a) presents the values for Bcoll

SO,‖ (filled

circles) and Bcoll
SO,⊥ (open circles). We found that Bcoll

SO,‖ is antisymmetric about the
[
110
]

direction

(ϕ = 90◦), and Bcoll
SO,⊥ is symmetric.
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Figure 3.4. SO collective field and magnetic moment. (a) Components of the collective SO field
parallel (Bcoll

SO,‖, filled circles) and perpendicular (Bcoll
SO,⊥, open circles) to q for q = 8.0 µm−1, as

extracted from the data of Fig. 3.3, and compared with theory (lines). (b) Spin plasmon magnetic
moment µ, experimental (squares) and theoretical (line). (c) Minimum (open diamonds) and maximum
(filled diamonds) SO field

∣∣Bcoll
SO

∣∣ versus q, compared to theoretical values (lines). (d) Spin plasmon
magnetic moment averaged over ϕ, experimental (squares) and theoretical (line), as a function of q.
(e) Variation of the SO splitting δ with external magnetic field Bext ‖ q, for q = 8.0 µm−1 (symbols,
same as Fig.3.3). The experimental data are very well reproduced by Eq. (3.3) (lines). Taken from
Ref.[P10].
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3.B.2.c Spin-plasmon magnetic moment

According to the model of Eq.(3.2), the spin-plasmon is a quantum object with magnetic moment. We
could experimentally deduce its magnetic moment. For that, we had to experimentally access to the
SO splitting δ. This could be done by determining the linewidth of the m± modes [see Fig. 3.2(a)].
The latter was inferred from the zero external field and zero momentum value of the FWMH w of the
composite peak (not shown), since in that case we expect the splitting δ to vanish [see Fig. 3.1(a)] and
both peaks to lie perfectly on top of each other. This yielded 0.124±0.005 meV. As the spin-plasmon
dissipation is dominated by the out-of-plane spin density friction due to the spin Coulomb drag35,36,
the m± linewidth q-dependence, for q much smaller than the Fermi momentum, is weak and only
to second order. Hence, we deconvoluted all the w(Bext) curves using the experimentally determined
0.124 meV.

Figure 3.4(e) presents δ(Bext) (symbols as in Fig.3.3), obtained by deconvolution of the data of
Fig.3.3(a). Using Eq.(3.3), we can evaluate the collective magnetic moment of the spin plasmons as
µ = δ (Bext = 0) /

(
2
∣∣Bcoll

SO

∣∣). This ratio is plotted in Fig.3.4(b) (squares), for the various ϕ probed.
It appears constant with ϕ within the experimental error. We deduced µ = 28.8 ± 0.7 µeV T−1 =
(0.50± 0.01)µB.

3.B.3 Validation of the spin-plasmon as a quantum object in the collective SO
field

The consistency of our interpretation of the data with the model of Eq. (3.3) is demonstrated in
Fig.3.4(e), which compares the experimental data points for δ (Bext) with the relation δ (Bext) =

2µ
√

(Bext +Bcoll
SO,‖)

2 +Bcoll
SO,⊥

2 (lines), using the previously determined values of Bcoll
SO,‖, B

coll
SO,⊥ and µ.

An excellent agreement is found, without introducing any fitting parameters.

We further validated the model by checking the q-dependence of µ. The same experimental proce-
dure was repeated for other values of q. Figure 3.4(c) presents the values of the minimum (ϕ = 90◦,
open diamonds) and maximum (ϕ = 0◦, filled diamonds) modulus of Bcoll

SO . They appear proportional
to q. Figure 3.4(d) shows the angular average of the magnetic moment µ (squares). Interestingly, µ
turns out to be practically constant with q. This demonstrates that all of the SO effects are contained
in Bcoll

SO (q), and that µ is indeed the largest quantized projection of the intrinsic ISB spin plasmon

magnetic moment M onto the field direction. This point is also confirmed by noting that µ ≈ 2 |g|µB2 ,
that is, µ is very close to twice the magnetic moment of a single electron (when considering the g-factor
of bulk GaAs, g = −0.445). This is consistent with the fact that an ISB spin plasmon involves transi-
tions between two spin 1/2 states, i.e. excitations of spin magnitude 1. These results thus show that
the ISB plasmon maintains the spin magnitude of a single elementary excitation, while the many-body
effects are absorbed in the collective magnetic field Bcoll

SO (q). Hence, the quantized projection of the
plasmon magnetic moment can either be ±µ [m± modes, see Fig.3.1(c)] or 0 [m‖ mode, whose energy
is unaltered by SO coupling].

To summarize the experimental part: we validated the fine structure model by demonstrating the
internal consistency of measurements—with and without magnetic field—with Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3).
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We emphasize again that this did not involve any adjustable parameters.

3.C Giant enhancement of the collective SO field

3.C.1 Building of the collective SO field

The purpose is now to understand how the collective SO magnetic field Bcoll
SO emerges from the k-

dependent single-particle magnetic fields BSO(k) given by Eq. (3.5). The ISB spin plasmon is a
superposition of single-particle transitions from momentum k in the first subband to k + q in the
empty second subband. Thus, each electron-hole pair experiences a crystal magnetic field difference
∆BSO(k,q) = BSO,2(k + q)−BSO,1(k), given by

gµB

2
∆BSO(k,q) = α2

(
qy
−qx

)
+ β2

(
qx
−qy

)
+ (α2 − α1)

(
ky
−kx

)
+ (β2 − β1)

(
kx
−ky

)
(3.4)

where the subscript n = 1, 2 refers to the subband index.

With α1 = 3.5 meV Å, α2 = 2.8 meV Å, β1 = 0.22 meV Å, and β2 = 0.79 meV Å, we are able to
reproduce the experimental data in Fig.3.2(b)–(d) and Fig.3.4(a)–(e) in a quantitatively accurate way
(see lines), using a linear-response formalism based on time-dependent density-functional theoryP10.

∆BSO(k,q) contains a k-independent part, which is thus the same for all electron-hole pairs, and
a k-dependent part. The latter could have a disorganizing effect, causing DP dephasing. This is
indeed what occurs for single-particle spin dynamics45,55,119,122,123. But here, the k-dependence turns
out to be exactly canceled by an additional, dynamical Coulombic contribution132, explaining how a
uniform Bcoll

SO (q) can emerge.

3.C.2 Comparison of the collective SO field with the single-particle SO fields

In a simple scenario, one could expect Bcoll
SO (q) to be aligned with the k-independent part of ∆BSO(k,q),

with a slightly enhanced magnitude. But what is found is that Bcoll
SO (q) is:

(i) colinear (within 3%) with the subband average SO field 2
gµB

[
α

(
qy
−qx

)
+ β

(
qx
−qy

)]
,

where α = (α1 + α2) /2 and β = (β1 + β2) /2,

(i) magnified with respect to this individual field by an amplitude ×5.25.

That is, many-body effects tilt the k-independent part of ∆BSO(k,q), align it with the average single-
particle SO field difference, and amplify it by about a factor five.

Such a magnification effect due to dynamical many-body interactions is quite remarkable. At first
glance, one would expect Coulomb-induced enhancements to be roughly of order rs (Wigner-Seitz
radius), which is ' 1.3 for the studied sample. On the other hand, it was suggested in Refs.[133,
134] that the interplay of Coulomb and SO interactions could manifest in a mutual boost, leading to
significant enhancement of electronic spin splittings especially in low-dimensional systems135.
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A weakness of this magnification determination is that it compares experimental determination of
Bcoll

SO (q) with calculated values of the single-particle BSO(k). In the next sections we will apply the
same ideas to the spin-flip wave of a SP2DEG in a CdMnTe quantum well. We will show that the
quantum object model of Eq.(3.2) also applies to the SFW and moreover, we can get a full experimental
determination of the collective SO field enhancement.

3.D Spin-flip wave as a quantum object in the collective SO field

The previous considerations raised the important question whether the emergence of a collective SO
field is bound to the peculiar nature of the intersubband spin plasmon of a GaAs quantum well, or
is fully general to collective spin excitations of any conducting system. In Ref.[P12], we explored
SO effects on the intrasubband spin-flip wave of a spin-polarized electron gas confined in a diluted
magnetic semiconductor, the excitation described in chapter 2.

3.D.1 Second validation of the framework

This time, we carried out Raman scattering measurements on an asymmetrically modulation-doped,
30 nm-thick Cd1−xMnxTe quantum well of high mobility, grown along the [001] direction by molecu-
lar beam epitaxy. The electronic density is n2D = 3.5× 1011 cm−2 and the mobility 105 cm2/Vs, as
determined from magneto-transport measurements.

As depicted in Fig. 3.5(a), q can be varied both in amplitude and in-plane orientation, the mag-
netic field Bext is applied in the plane of the well, always perpendicular to q. ϕ denotes the angle
between q and the [100] crystallographic direction of the well. The incoming and scattered light po-
larizations are crossed, which is the required selection rule to address spin-flip excitations [Appendix
A].

Figure 3.5(b) shows a typical Raman spectrum obtained for q ' 0, at superfluid helium bath
temperature (T ∼ 2 K). Here Bext = 3 T and ϕ = π/4. The spectrum shows the narrow peak cor-
responding to the SFW of energy Ze and, at higher energy, a broader line corresponding to spin-flip
single-particle excitations (SPE, of center energy Z∗). The energy of both excitations is plotted as a
function of Bext in Fig. 3.5(c). A fit of the SFW energy to Eq.(1.5) yields x = 0.215 % and T = 2.6 K.

We now turn to the wavevector dispersion of both excitations. In Fig. 3.5(d) we plot spectra
obtained at fixed Bext = 3 T and ϕ = π/4, but various magnitudes of the transferred momentum q.
The energy of the SFW decreases with increasing q as explained in section 2.C.2.a and reproduces the
dispersion of Eq.(2.27).

However, this expression ignores anisotropic effects stemming from SO coupling. To investigate
such effects, we plot in Fig. 3.6 the SFW energy as a function of the in-plane angle ϕ, for Bext = 3 T (a)
and Bext = −3 T (b), and for three values of the momentum q. Several salient features are observed:

(i) the SFW energy shows a sine-type modulation with a two-fold symetry, analogous to the one found
for intersubband spin-plasmonsP10 as well as in Ref.136 for similar CdMnTe quantum wells,
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Figure 3.5. Intrasubband spin excitations of a CdMnTe quantum well. (a) Scattering ge-
ometry: ki and ks are the incoming and scattered light wavevectors; q is the transferred momentum,
of in-plane orientation ϕ measured from [100], and amplitude |q| ' 4π

λ sin θ, where λ ' 771 nm is
the incoming wavelength. An external magnetic field Bext is applied perpendicularly to q (the arrow
defines Bext > 0). (b) Typical inelastic light scattering (ILS) spectrum obtained at q ' 0 in cross-
polarized geometry. Two lines are observed, corresponding to the spin-flip wave (SFW, energy Z) and
to the spin-flip single-particle excitations (SPE, energy Z∗). (c) Magnetic dispersion of Z and Z∗. (d)
ILS spectra obtained for Bext = 3 T and a series of transferred momenta q, at fixed in-plane angle
ϕ = π/4. Taken from Ref.[P12].

(ii) the amplitude of this modulation increases with growing q,

(iii) the modulations obtained for Bext > 0 and Bext < 0 are out of phase,

(iv) the latter lies on average at higher energy than the former.

To understand these features, let us consider the total Hamiltonian of the system, containing
kinetic, Coulomb, Zeeman and SO contributions: Ĥtot = ĤK + ĤC + ĤZe + ĤSO. The sum of first
three Hamiltonians corresponds to Ĥ2ζ of Eq.(2.1). The SO part reads ĤSO =

∑
BSO(k) · σ̂/2, where

BSO(k) is given in Eq.(3.5) and the sum runs over all electrons of momentum k and spin σ̂ (Pauli
operators).
The excitations of Ĥtot, including the SFW, can in principle be calculated in linear response theory.132

Instead, we better assume the framework of section 3.B validated in Ref.[P10] for the intersubband
spin-plasmon to apply to the SFW. The ISB spin-plasmon was shown to behave as a macroscopic
quantum object of spin magnitude 1, subject to a collective SO field proportional to the excitation
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Figure 3.6. Spin-orbit induced modulation of the spin-flip wave energy, (a) for Bext = 3 T
and (b) Bext = −3 T, and for three amplitudes of the transferred momentum q. The modulation shows
a two-fold symetry, and its amplitude increases with q. Furthermore, as compared with Bext > 0, the
modulation for Bext < 0 is out of phase, and lies at higher energy. The lines reproduce Eq.(3.7).
Taken from Ref.[P12].

momentum q:

Bcoll
SO (q) = 2α̃ (qy,−qx) + 2β̃ (qx,−qy) , (3.5)

where α̃ and β̃ are the collective Rashba and Dresselhaus coupling constants, respectively.

We will assume that the SFW also behaves as a spin 1 object, immersed in the above collective
SO field, as well as the Coulomb-exchange field leading to the dispersion of Eq.(2.27). Reducing the
system to the SFW only, we are left to study the following effective Hamiltonian:

ĤSFW = Ĵ ·
[∣∣Ze − f q2

∣∣ Bext

|Bext|
+ Bcoll

SO (q)

]
, (3.6)

where Ĵ is the vector of spin matrices for a spin 1. Only the eigenstate with positive energy, correspond-
ing to a SFW mode with spin projection +1, is addressable experimentally.P3 Since the modulation of
Fig. 3.6 does not exceed 10% of Ze, we consider this eigenenergy to leading order in α̃ q/Ze and β̃ q/Ze,
yielding the SFW dispersion E(q, ϕ) = |Ze− f q2− 2α̃ q− 2β̃ q sin 2ϕ|. This expression reproduces the
sinusoidal modulation of the SFW energy with a two-fold symetry, and its increase in amplitude with
q. This checks the properties (i) and (ii) above and validate the framework of ĤSFW.
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3.D.2 Extraction of the collective SO field

We further note that (Ze − f q2) has the same sign as Bext; thus, if E± denotes the SFW energy for
Bext ≷ 0,

E± (q, ϕ) =
∣∣Ze − f q2

∣∣∓ 2α̃ q ∓ 2β̃ q sin 2ϕ. (3.7)

Hence, for peculiar in-plane angles and depending on the sign of Bext, the three components of the
total magnetic field (ext,Rashba,Dresselhaus) add or oppose to each other. This explains properties
(iii) and (iv).
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Figure 3.7. Extraction of the collective spin-orbit coupling constants. (a) Schematics of the
four experimental configurations (ϕ,Bext) used to extract α̃ and β̃. Bcoll

SO,R is the Rashba component

of the collective SO field (blue), and Bcoll
SO,D the Dresselhaus component (purple). (b) SFW dispersions

obtained for the configurations depicted above (same color code). Lines correspond to Eq.(3.7). (c)
For |Bext| = 2, 3 and 4 T, plots of E± (q, 3π/4)−E± (q, π/4). Both quantities are linear in q. (d) For
the same values of |Bext|, plots of the quantity 〈E−〉 (q)− 〈E+〉 (q). Taken from Ref.[P12].

Morever, considering the four situations depicted in Fig. 3.7(a) (where ϕ = π/4 or ϕ = 3π/4 with
Bext ≷ 0) allow us to extract α̃ and β̃ . The procedure is summarized in Fig.3.7(b-d) and detailed in
Ref.[P12]. We find β̃ = 31.6± 4.5 meVÅ and α̃ = 19.9± 2.5 meVÅ.

The above determination of α̃ and β̃ highlights the key advantage of the spin-polarized 2DEG to
study collective SO effects: In contrast to the ISB spin-plasmons studied in Ref.[P10], collective SO
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effects here directly show up as a modulation of the SFW energy [Eq.(3.7)]. In addition, as we shall
in the next section, SO effects at the single-particle level can here be experimentally resolved.

3.D.3 Extraction of single-particle SO fields

Figure 3.8(a) shows spectra obtained at Bext = 3 T and q = 0.6 µm−1, for a series of equally spaced
orientations between ϕ = π/4 (bottom curve) and ϕ = 3π/4 (top curve).
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Figure 3.8. Extraction of the individual spin-orbit coupling constants. (a) Experimental
Raman spectra obtained at Bext = 3 T and q = 0.6 µm−1, for a series of equally spaced in-plane
orientations between ϕ = π/4 (bottom curve) and ϕ = 3π/4 (top curve). (b) With the same color
code, calculated imaginary part of the Lindhard polarizability of Eq.(2.20) using2 α = 3.3 meVÅ and
β = 4.6 meVÅ. The grey points are guides to the eye. Taken from Ref.[P12].

A strong in-plane modulation of the SPE line occurs, as a result of the interplay between the
external magnetic field and the internal SO fields. The latter modulate the Fermi contour of each
spin population, with a twofold in-plane symetry.137 Van Hove-type singularities in the joint density of
states appear when both contours are locally parallel. This gives rise to the two shoulders observed in
the SPE line.1 The separation between both shoulders reflects the spread of single-particle SO fields
due to their momentum dependence, in strong contrast with the SFW, which produces a sharp line.
This provides a clear manifestation of the organization of SO fields at the collective level.

To extract α and β, we calculate the spin-flip Lindhard polarizability of Eq.(2.20), but with includ-
ing in the single electron energy Ek,σ=±, the spin-orbit contribution due to BSO(k) given in Eq.(3.5)2.
Figure 3.8(b) shows the calculated imaginary part of Π↑↓ for the experimental parameters of Fig.3.8(a)

1This splitting has to be distinguished from the splitting shown in Fig.2.8. The latter is due to the change of kinetic
energy between the initial and final electronic states. This quantity, of order ~vFq (with vF the Fermi velocity), is relevant
at bigger q as shown in Ref. [P16]. Here in Fig.3.8, ~vFq ' 0.06 meV is very small in comparison to the SO-induced
splitting ' 0.2 meV.

2In the approximation of strong external field used above [see Eq.(3.7)], Ek,σ ' ~2k2/2m∗ + σ sgn(Bext)
(
Z∗/2 −[

α cos (ϕ− ϕk) + β sin (ϕ+ ϕk)
]
k
)
, where sgn(Bext) is the sign of Bext, σ = ±1 and ϕk is the angle between k and the

[100] direction of the well. Since q is negligible in comparison to the Fermi momentum kF ∼ 150 µm−1 and Z∗ � αkF
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[same color code]. The main experimental trend is well reproduced by using α = 3.3 meVÅ, β =
4.6 meVÅ and η = 0.05 meV. Note that the fitted disorder parameter η (which affects the soften-
ing of the line shape, but not the magnitude of the splitting) is at least three times lower than for
previously investigated samples,P1,P8,P16 confirming a very high sample quality. Indeed, Fig.3.8(a) is
to our knowledge the first Raman scattering observation of a SO splitting in the SPE line of a DMS
quantum well.

The extracted α and β compares very well to their theoretical estimates. Indeed, the Rashba
coefficient can be calculated from α = r6c6c

41 e〈Ez〉, with e the electronic charge and 〈Ez〉 the average
electric field along the growth axis. Assuming that the electrons experience the delta-doping layer as an
infinite sheet of positive charge, and using r6c6c

41 = 6.93 Å2 calculated by k · p perturbation theory127

for CdTe, we obtain αkp = 2.2 meV Å. For the Dresselhaus coefficient, it reads β = γ〈k2
z〉. Using

γ = 43.9 eVÅ3 from k · p theory127 and estimating 〈k2
z〉 for a square well, we find βkp = 4.7 meV Å.

Hence, the above experimental determination of α and β is very well supported by these simple
estimates.

3.D.4 Full experimental determination of the collective SO field enhancement

The previous experimental extraction of α and β allow us to make a direct comparison between the
magnitude of SO effects at the individual and at the collective level. It yields α̃ ∼ 6α and β̃ ∼ 7β,
so that,

Bcoll
SO (q) ' 6.5 BSO(q) (3.8)

Here again, we confirm the interplay of Coulomb and SO interactions which produces a striking boost
of the Rashba and Dresselhaus effects at the collective level, while preserving the balance between
both.

3.E Conclusion

In semiconductor nanostructures, the spin-orbit (SO) coupling arises through internal electric fields127

and opens promising ways to manipulate the electronic spin through, e.g., current-induced spin po-
larization,120 spin Hall currents,119 or zero-bias spin separation.138 However, SO coupling generally
causes also losses of spin memory due to D’yakonov-Perel’ decoherence52. In recent years, numerous
efforts have been made to overcome this decoherence, by using structure engineering,55 control by gate
electrodes,56,139 or spin-echo-type techniques.140,141

Our results propose an alternative promising path with the discovering that collective spin ex-
citation in conducting and interacting two-dimensional systems are thanks to Coulomb interaction
immune against the D’yakonov-Perel’ decoherence. Instead of being destroyed by the distribution
of SO fields, the collective spin excitation precesses about a single collective SO field which emerges
thanks to the Coulomb interaction.

In addition, this collective SO field was discovered to be drastically enhanced with respect to the
one acting on individual electrons. Indeed, for non-collective spin excitations such as a spin packet

and βkF, the change of spin orientation between the initial Ek,− and final Ek−q,+ electronic states in Π↑↓ (q, ω) can be
neglected.135
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drifting with momentum q, the relevant SO field is that which would act on a single electron of same
momentum, BSO(q).120,123,139,141,142 By contrast, the SO field Bcoll

SO (q) acting on the ISB spin-plasmon
or the SFW, is strongly enhanced. In our samples with typical densities n2D ∼ 2.5× 1011 cm−2: the
enhancement factor was found ∼ 6 which is far beyond rs.

Thus, we provided a powerful indication of the universality of the immunity against dephasing,
and giant enhancement of SO effects at the collective level. These effects might also play a role in
other helical liquids125,135. For the present, we showed that DMS quantum wells are ideal systems for
future study and functionalization of collective SO effects. In a forthcoming publication, we varied
the electron density and characterized the density dependance of the enhancement which grows as√
n2D (in opposition to the spin-susceptibility enhancement which grows like r2

s). Hence, an optical
or electric grid tuning the density would control the precession frequency of the SFW.
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Chapter 4

Coupled transverse spin excitations of electron and Mn

spins

In this chapter we consider effects of the dynamical coupling between the Mn-spins and the electron
spins. We will restrict our investigations to transverse spin excitations. Thus, we plug back the parts
(1.4b) and (1.4d) of the Hamiltonian Ĥsd + ĤZ given in chapter 1, but we switch off the spin-orbit
Hamiltonian.

Collective spin dynamics in DMS is still an active field under intense investigationsP14,P17,77,79,143,144.
This field provides an insight into the origins of carrier-induced ferromagnetism in semiconduc-
torsP1,63,67,111,144,145 and an understanding of particular features of the DMS111,146 due to the presence
of two spin sub-systems that are dynamically coupled via Coulomb-exchange interaction: that of the
itinerant carrier and that of the localized magnetic impurities. As an example of these features, the
transverse spin excitation spectrum of ferromagnetic DMS has been theoretically found to be com-
posed of three types of excitations. These are: two collective excitations corresponding to itinerant and
localized spins precessing in phase or out of phase to each other, and single-particle (or Stoner-like) ex-
citations of the itinerant carriers.111,146,147. The in-phase collective mode becomes the Goldstone-like
mode when the DMS is in a ferromagnetic phase. It has a dominant contribution from the localized
spins. The out of phase mode has, reversly, a dominant contribution from the itinerant carrier subsys-
tem111,147 and matches the SFW studied in sections 2.D and 3.D. Experimental evidences of the entire
spectrum in ferromagnetic DMS like GaMnAs is not available. Reported so far are features related to
the zone-center in phase mode, dominated by the Mn spin precession, its dynamics143,148,149 and its
ferromagnetic resonance.150 No experimental data are available for the out of phase mode, probably
because DMS ferromagnetism requires a high magnetic impurities (Mn) concentration, which affects
the quality of the crystal potential and limits the carrier mobility.

Thus, to gain more insight into the DMS mixed spin excitation spectrum, Cd1−xMnxTe doped quan-
tum wells are a very good alternative as they are clean and efficient to capture the general properties
of the collective spin dynamics in DMS materials.
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Figure 4.1. Comparison of the spin modes in a metal and a DMS when in para- or ferro-magnetic
states. From left to right. The paramagnetic metal exhibits spin-flip single particle excitations (SF-
SPE) and a spin-flip wave (SFW) with zone enter energy at geµBB (Larmor theorem). The paramag-
netic DMS exhibits, a SFW with a dominant carrier spin contribution. Its zone center energy Ze is the
addition of the magnetic impurities exchange mean-field and the normal Zeeman term like in Eq.(1.5).
Carriers have also SF-SPEs. Along with the SFW and the SF-SPEs, the impurity spins are coupled
by the carriers and thus can propagate as spin-waves (SW) with a weak dispersion. The ferromagnetic
metal has Stoner excitations and a spin-wave mode with zero center energy (Goldstone theorem)70.
It has a positive quadratic dispersion with a ”spin” mass ms characteristic of the exchange interac-
tion between carrier spins151. The SW mode is overdamped when it enters the Stoner continuum.
The ferromagnetic DMS exhibits Stoner excitations of the carriers, the SFW with a dominant carrier
contribution and the Goldstone mode (SW) with a dominant contribution of the localized spins. The
latter are coupled by the carriers, thus the SW dispersion is strongly influenced by the carrier mass
an the Knight shift K. The SW mode is weakly coupled to the Stoner excitations. Inspired from
Ref.[111]

4.A Mixed transverse spin modes

We start with the description of the coupled spin modes. The work presented in this section has been
published in Refs.[P15, P16].

4.A.1 Dynamical equations

We re-introduce lines (1.4b) and (1.4d) in the s-d Hamiltonian, and reconsider collective transverse
spin dynamics. However, when taking the derivative dÂ/dt =

[
Â, ĤDMS

]
/i~, we keep only first order

terms: higher order correlation terms like
∑

q′ δŜz,q+q′ · M̂
(1)
+,−q′ will be been dropped.
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For the electrons, we find:

d

dt
Ŝ+,q = iω̃qŜ+,q −

i

~
KM̂

(1)
+,q (4.1)

where ω̃q is the SFW pulsation defined in Eqs.(2.37) and (2.39) and K is the Knight shift defined
in Eq.(1.6). Compared to the SP2DEG dynamics of Eqs.(2.6) and (2.7), the linearized sd-dynamical
coupling, adds the second term of Eq.(4.1) which is a coherent coupling with Mn transverse degrees of

freedom. One important feature is that Ŝ+,q naturally couples with M̂
(1)
+,q Mn-modes, a Mn precession

having an out of the QW plane profile, which follows the electron probability distribution. We are left
with deriving the equation of motion for these Mn-modes.

We obtain the first order equation of motion for Mn spins:

d

dt
M̂

(n)
+,q =

i

~
gMnµBBM̂

(n)
+,q +

i

~
KM̂

(n+1)
+,q − i

~
∆n+1Ŝ+,q (4.2)

where we have introduced n-profile Overhauser shifts: ∆n = α̃| 〈M̂ (n)
z,q=0〉0| = γn/γ1∆ with γn =

wn−1
∫ w

0 χ2n (y) dy and ∆ the Overhausershift defined in Eq.(1.5). The important features are the
second and third terms in Eq.(4.2). The later couples the Mn-precession with collective electron modes.
The former couples a n-profile Mn mode to a (n+ 1)-profile mode, because this coupling is mediated
by the 2DEG. Thus, the Mn-dynamics is given by an infinite series of equations. This is a consequence

of the 3D nature of the Mn dynamics. A variable like M̂
(n)
+,q describes an oscillation propagating in the

plane with a rigid profile in the normal direction, but the out of plane degree of freedom is restored by

the possibility for Mn spins to build modes which are combinations of M̂
(n)
+,q resulting in different out

of plane profiles147. Obviously, the M̂
(n)
+,q are not independent variables because they don’t correspond

to orthogonal out of plane profiles. Solving the series of infinite equations requires a projection of

M̂
(n)
+,q over a set of modes with orthogonal profiles as it was carried out in Ref.[147]. Along with modes

having a strongly mixed nature (electron-Mn modes), we then expect to find a high number of modes
having essentially a Mn character, but with orthogonal profiles (Mn modes). Ref.[147] found a high
number of Mn modes branches which were separated by energies of the order of 0.1∆. However, in
the experimental data of Ref.[144], only one branch of these Mn modes was apparent. It appears
then, that the set of modes chosen in Ref.[147] is not the most appropriate to describe properly all
the modes contained in Eqs.(4.1)-(4.2), at least in the vicinity of the anticrossing gap (see below).
Anyway, this point requires further developments out of the scope of the present study. Indeed, we are
particularly interested in discussing mixed electron-Mn modes which are strongly coupled to electrons
rather than modes specific to the 3D nature of the Mn dynamics. We can remark that the coupling

between M̂
(n)
+,q and M̂

(n+1)
+,q has a strength given by K, which is very small compared to ∆n due to

the ratio | 〈M̂ (n)
z,q=0〉0 / 〈Ŝz,q=0〉0| � 1. Hence, considering only modes strongly coupled with electron

modes is reasonable. As electron modes are naturally coupled to M̂
(1)
+,q modes, we will consider the

dynamics for these ones only by cutting the infinite series with an homothetic approximation:

M̂
(2)
+,q = (γ2/γ1) M̂

(1)
+,q (4.3)

Consequently the set of coupled electron-Mn equations reduces to:
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d

dt
Ŝ+,q = iω̃qŜ+,q −

i

~
KM̂

(1)
+,q (4.4)

d

dt
M̂

(1)
+,q = iωMnM̂

(1)
+,q −

i

~
∆2Ŝ+,q (4.5)

where ωMn =
(
gMnµBB + γ2/γ1K

)
/~ is the natural precession pulsation of the free M̂

(1)
+,q mode.

4.A.2 Mixed Mn-electron spin susceptibilities

To find the dynamically coupled modes, we derive the electron spin susceptibility with help of equations
of motion (2.17) and (4.4)-(4.5). We findP15:

〈 〈Ŝ+,q; Ŝ−,−q〉〉ω =
(~ω − ~ωMn)χ+− (q, ω)

~ω − ~ωMn − α̃∆2
2 χ+− (q, ω)

(4.6)

where χ+− (q, ω) is the transverse spin-susceptibility of the spin-polarized uncoupled electrons, intro-
duced in Eq.(2.26).

It appears that e-Mn mixed spin excitations are poles of the above response, i.e., are zeros of the
propagator:

~ω − ~ωMn −
α̃∆2

2
χ+− (q, ω) (4.7)

We can understand the above equation as follows. Consider the Mn point of view; in the pres-
ence of the SP2DEG, the precession frequency of Mn spins is shifted from the normal precession
(gMnµBB/~) by two quantities: a blue shift due to static exchange field with spin polarized electrons
(K/~) and an additional shift due to the dynamic change of the electron spin-polarization. The later
is induced by the Mn precession itself. Finally Eq.(4.7) describes a recursive closed loop. Dropping
the correlation terms given by Eqs.(1.4c) and (1.4d), lead us to the adiabatic response of the two
coupled spin-subsystems.

Eq.(4.7) contrast with expressions of the coupled modes propagator which were been obtained in
previous works. To our knowledge it was first derived in Ref.[146] for bulk DMS, and more recently
using a spin-path integral approach in DMS quantum wells with electrons67,147 or bulk DMS with
holes111. However, none of these works did include the influence of the Coulomb interaction between
carriers. Instead of Eq.(4.7), they resulted in the following propagator:

~ω − ~ωMn −
α̃∆

2
Π↑↓ (q, ω) (4.8)

where the electron spin-susceptibility was replaced by the non-interacting single-particle response
introduced in Eq.(2.20). Introduction of Coulomb interaction results in strong qualitative changes in
the spectrum which will be detailed below.

4.A.3 Homogeneous modes

Setting q = 0 in Eq.(4.7), yields the homogeneous e-Mn mixed modes:
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(~ω − ~ω̃Mn) (~ω − ~ω̃e)−K∆2 = 0 (4.9)

where ω̃ means the pulsation of the uncoupled mod with an (added) imaginary relaxation rate. The
solutions of Eq.(4.9) are:

ω̃±q=0 =
ω̃e + ω̃Mn

2
± 1

2

√
(ω̃e − ω̃Mn)2 + 4K∆2/~2 (4.10)

4.A.3.a Anti-crossing gap
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Figure 4.2. Zone center electron-Mn modes. (a) Full lines are the solutions ω±q=0 of Eq.(4.9).
Circles are the uncoupled electron (upper curve) and Mn (lower curve) modes. Out of the resonant
field BR where the modes anticross, branches have electron or Mn character. Sample parameters are,
xeff = 0.23%, T = 2 K, w = 150 Å and n2D = 3.1× 1011 cm−2. (b) RS observation of the anti-
crossing gap. Taken from Ref.[145]. (c) Time-domain observation of the anti-crossing gap (up) and
the crossing of the lifetimes (bottom). Taken from Ref.[144]

As in CdTe, the electron g-factor sign is opposite to the Mn equivalent, ωMn and ωe cross each
other for resonant field BR. This feature is peculiar to electrons in CdTe. As a result, an anti-crossing
gap opens at that field, between ω̃±q=0. Simultaneously, the damping rates of the mixed modes cross
eachother. Figure 4.2(a) shows the magnetic field dependence of these modes and the gap opening
at the resonant field BR. The upper branch ω+

q=0 (resp ω−q=0) has an electron character (resp. Mn
character) when B < BR and vice-versa for B > BR. The amplitude of the homogeneous anticrossing
gap ∆ωq=0 =

√
4K∆2 − (ηe − ηMn)2/~ denotes the strength of the dynamical coupling between the

two spin subsystems. Depending of the relaxation rates of the uncoupled modes (ηe and ηMn), the gap
opens or not, the mixed mode’s damping rates cross or not. The first observation of this anti-crossing
gap was obtained by RS experiments in Ref[145] [see Fig.4.2(b)]. The anti-crossing of the pulsations
and crossing of the lifetimes was first observed in time-domain by time-resolved magneto-optical Kerr
rotation in Ref.[144] [see Fig.4.2(c)]. Detailed discussions on this gap have been given in Ref.[67, 144]
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and Ref.[P14]. In particular, Ref.[P14] identifies the anticrossing Mn mode as M̂
(1)
+,q consistent with

the homothetic approximation of Eq.(4.3) used here.

4.A.3.b Homogeneous spin mode lifetimes

Note that, in Refs.[P13, P14, 116, 144], the measured lifetime T2e of the uncoupled electron spin-wave
mode ω̃e (which for B < BR, ∼ Im ω̃+

q=0), is much longer than the SF-SPE lifetime ~/ηsp ' 2 ps
introduced in Eq.(2.4), but also much shorter than its value in absence of Mn impurities (∼ 200 ps,
see Ref.[152]). This shows that many-body effects occur. They increase the coherence of collective
spin flip mode with respect to individual SF-SPE. However, the coherence is also destroyed by the
presence of the magnetic impurities. A quantitative description of the experimental lifetime values
is yet not available as every theoretical attempts153,154 failed to reproduced correctly the observed
behavior with the magnetic field.P17. However general trends can be raised:

• The homogeneous Mn-like mode lifetime is very long (∼ 1 ns) due to the localization of the
Mn-spins and their weak coupling to the electron gas (∝ K),

• in contrary, the homogeneous electron-like mode lifetime is short (∼ 50 ps) because of the high
number of Mn-spins probed within a disk of radius, the coherence length of the spin-mode (about
∼ 1 µm).

• All theories and experiments agrees to show that electron-mode lifetime is inversely proportional
to the amount x of Mn .P17,153,154

• The spin relaxation should be linked to the fluctuations of the torque acting on the electron
mode.78 The fluctuating torque is what we have dropped in Eqs.(1.4b-1.4d) and writes for the
mode Ŝ+,q=0:

τ+,q=0 = +
i

~
α̃
∑
q

(
δŜz,q · M̂ (1)

+,−q − Ŝ+,q · δM̂ (1)
z,−q

)
(4.11)

• Thermal fluctuations of this torque play an important role.P17,153,154
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4.A.4 e-Mn spin waves
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Figure 4.3. Illustration of the mixed modes dispersions and the changes introduced by the Coulomb
interaction. The same sample parameters as in Fig.4.2 have been used. (a) Solutions without Coulomb
given by Eq.(4.8) for B = 5.8 T. At q = 0 SF-SPE are degenerate to Ze. The sd dynamical shift
introduces two propagating waves: above (resp. below) the SF-SPE domain, the electron-like (resp.
Mn-like) propagates with a positive (resp. negative) dispersion. The dashed line is the uncoupled Mn
mode (degenerate to ~ωMn). (b) and (c) The Coulomb interaction between electrons is included as
in Eq.(4.7). Dashed lines are the uncoupled electron and Mn modes. At q = 0 the SF-SPE energy is
shifted to Z∗. An anti-crossing gap opens at the wavevector qR (B) if B ≤ BR. In ususal conditions
(see Ref.[P16]) both the electron- and Mn-like modes propagate below the SF-SPE continuum with
negative dispersions. Dispersions were calculated after setting to zero the kinetic damping rate. Taken
from Ref.[P15]

For q > 0, Eq.(4.7) yields the coupled spin-waves of the Mn and electron gas spin sub-systems.
The results are illustrated in Fig.4.3. Eqs.(4.8) and (4.7) give very different qualitative results as
illustrated in Fig.4.3(a) and (b) respectively. Without Coulomb interaction between electrons, the
uncoupled modes of the electrons are the SF-SPE which are degenerate to Ze at q = 0. The sd
dynamical coupling introduces two additional collective mode: the electron-like mode propagating
above the SF-SPE domain with a positive dispersion and the Mn-like mode propagating below with
a negative dispersion. Introducing the Coulomb interaction between electrons shifts the SF-SPE
to higher energies (Z∗) and gives rise to the collective wave SFW propagating below the SF-SPE
continuum. The SFW is further shifted by the coupling with Mn modes through the sd interaction.
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An evaluation of the coupling between SF-SPE and Mn modes was given in Ref.[P14] and found to be
negligible. In realistic conditions, it was shown in Ref.[P16] that the Coulomb shifts dominates over
the sd dynamical shift. Hence, when Coulomb interaction is taken into account, Eq.(4.7), except under
unrealistic conditions, gives rise to two spin wave modes propagating below the SF-SPE continuum.
An anticrossing gap opens at a specific wavevector qR (B) given by:

qR (B) =

√
|ζ| (Z∗/Ze − 1)

2m∗

~
(ωe − ωMn) (4.12)

Note that qR (BR) = 0. The anti-crossing gap for qR (B) > 0 is dramatically reduced, compared to
the homogenous anti-crossing gap, by the kinetic damping of the electron wave found in section 2.D
and this prevented to see its opening in the Raman spectra.

It is well known that when the frequencies of two coupled oscillators anticross each other, their
corresponding damping rates cross themselves. For the studied sample and magnetic fields such that
5.7 T< B < BR, the modes anticross at qR, and the SFW transfers its kinetic damping (q2 law) to the
Mn-like modeP15. Hence, the Mn-like mode acquires a damping rate proportional to q2. It is worth
to note that this q2 law for the Mn-like mode damping rate was also found in GaMnAs compounds
in the ferromagnetic state77. Thus, the anti-crossing region reveals physics of the same modes in a
ferromagnetic DMS.

4.B THz radiation of the spin modes

The work presented in this part has been published in Ref.[P18].

4.B.1 Purpose

Spin-based sources of THz electromagnetic radiation have recently attracted a great deal of attention,
especially since spin waves were proposed to provide radiating sources to transmit or modify logical
spin-based information155. In this context, direct light emission or absorption from the spin degrees of
freedom are at the frontier of novel physics156. Until now, however, optically157–159 or magnetically160

excited spin waves have been primarily investigated in antiferromagnets such as NiO. It is less obvious
to expect similar THz emission from spin excitations in semiconductors, since typical semiconductors
are paramagnetic and are limited by much lower concentrations of available spins (by a factor of 10−4),
which results in much weaker emitted fields. Even worse, conventional semiconductors are lacking an
optical spin mode with a frequency in the THz range. On the other hand, however, semiconductors
- and particularly the engineering of nanostructures with high materials quality - offer an excellent
laboratory for controlling and studying the coupling of photon modes with the spin degrees of freedom,
and thus for making advances in the spin-based THz emission.

We provided first steps in the experimental and theoretical exploration of spin-based THz emission
from DMS quantum wells. In DMSs, the number of available spins is controlled by the concentra-
tion x of magnetic ions (e.g. Mn) incorporated into the nonmagnetic host, so as to form crystals
as Ga1−xMnxAs or Cd1−xMnxTe. Moreover, spin excitations occur in the form of mixed modes, in
which spins of the free band carriers and those of localized magnetic ions oscillate coherently, in phase
(acoustic modes or Mn-like mode for Cd1−xMnxTe) or out of phase (optical modes or electron-like
mode for Cd1−xMnxTe)P15,111 [see section 4.A.3]. The precession frequency of these optical modes,
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typically follows the spin-split (Zeeman) energy of the carriers, Ze [Eq.(1.5) for Cd1−xMnxTe]. Thus
the precession frequency can be tuned in the THz range both by x and by the DMS exchange integral
N0β (for holes) or N0α (for electrons).

THz transient emission from Ga1−xMnxAs in the ferromagnetic state has already been detected by
the time domain measurements161. However, the spin origin of the radiation was not demonstrated,
as the frequency range of the observed transient did not match neither the acoustic nor optical modes
frequencies. We have used the well controlled test-bed DMS system studied in chapters 1, 2 and 4 as
an alternative for magnetic excitations study in DMS. In this paramagnetic system the acoustic and
optical spin wave modes have been evidenced by Raman spectroscopyP1,P2,P16,145 and time-domain
optical pump-probe experimentsP13,144.

4.B.2 Samples and experiment

We did experiments, where the spin-polarized 2DEGs reside in each of 20 QWs within a Cd1−xMnxTe
multi quantum-well structure. Despite the high number of QWs, the sample exhibited well resolved
quantum Hall plateaus and Shubnikov de Haas oscillations. 2DEG sheet densities n2D and mobilities
were found to be 5 × 1011 cm−2 and 2.4 × 104 cm2/Vs. The Mn concentration, as determined from
Raman measurementsP1, is x = 1.75%, adjusted such that Ze can be as high as 6.7 meV (' 1.6 THz)
for B = 8 T. In this case the 2DEG becomes highly spin polarized with a spin polarization degree
estimated as ζ = (n↑ − n↓)/(n↑ + n↓) ' 40%. Figure 4.4 shows the experimental setup. A circularly
polarized near-infrared femtosecond pulse propagating perpendicularly to the quantum well plane
exchanges angular momentum with the electron spins and the Mn spins through a Raman generation
process detailed in appendix A-A.II.. A collective homogenous spin precession starts and within the
relaxation time, the spin oscillation radiates an electromagnetic field which is probed by electro-optic
sampling.

Figure 4.4. A near-infrared (NIR) pulse (100 fs) with circular polarization is focused on the QW
structure. The sample is immersed in a bath of superfluid helium inside a split-coil magnet with a
static field B up to 8 T. The magnetic field is applied along the quantum well plane parallel to the z
direction. The optical beam incidence is normal to the QW plane. The THz radiation is collected by
two off-axis parabolic mirrors and detected by free-space electro-optic (EO) sampling.
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4.B.3 Electromagnetic field transient

Figure 4.5. (a) Time-dependent radiated fields for various magnetic fields (B). A vertical offset is
added for clarity. Fitted sinusoids are superposed. (b) (squares) Amplitude of the transient oscillation
extracted from (a), as a function of the magnetic field. (line) Radiated amplitude calculated for one
quantum well (see text). (Inset) Sketch of the experiment: a near-infrared (NIR) pulse (100 fs) with
circular polarization is focused, with normal incidence, on the QW structure. The sample is immersed
in a bath of superfluid helium inside a split-coil magnet with a static field B up to 8 T applied along
the quantum well plane (parallel to the z direction). The THz transient electric field is collected along
the z direction. Taken from Ref.[P18].

In Fig.4.5(a), we have plotted the transient electric field radiated from the sample at various static
magnetic fields, excited by an optical pulse centered at 763 nm. The electro-optic sampling detection
was set to be sensitive to the electric field component parallel to the static magnetic field axis (z
axis). A transient, well resolved, oscillation of the emitted field was observed. Figure 4.5(b) shows
the saturation of the amplitude of the electric field oscillation when increasing the external magnetic
field. It reproduces the expected saturation of the 2DEG spin polarization (see below). The emission
was measured with an energy per pulse EP ' 70 nJ/cm2, which is orders of magnitude smaller
than that used for Ga1−xMnxAs in Ref.[161] (400 µJ/cm2) or for NiO in Ref.[162](20 mJ/cm2). The
power requirements in this work are strongly reduced by the strong spin-orbit interaction occurring in
valence states and the sharpness of the optical resonance involved in the Raman generation mechanism
which was assured by the recent progress of MBE growth of II-VI semiconductor heterostructures65.
Illustration of the resonance is given in Fig.4.6(a), where, for a fixed magnetic field, we tuned the
central wavelength λ0 of the optical pulse across the lowest 2DEG’s optical resonance positioned at
763 nm (as determined by cw optical measurements). The amplitude of the radiated oscillation is
maximum at 763 nm. This confirms that the emission originates from 2DEG electrons and not from
the CdTe buffer or from the GaAs substrate.
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4.B.4 Spin origin of the THz radiation

Figure 4.6. (a) Transient electric field amplitude as a function of central wavelength of the pulse.
The pulse energy was 136 nJ/cm2. (b) Variation of the detected radiated amplitude (squares) with
the pulse energy and comparison with the calculations using the 1st-order Eqs(A.34)-(4.15)(dashed
line) and the full order ones (see supplemental material of Ref.[P18]). (c) Fourier amplitudes of the
electric field when excited by circularly (top line) and linearly (middle line) polarized pulse at B=8
T. Two peaks are seen at 0.5 THz (ν1) and 2.4 THz (ν2) when the pulse is circularly polarized. The
bottom line is the result of circular excitation at B=0 T. All data in (c) were taken with 82 nJ/cm2

energy pulses. Taken from Ref.[P18].

The spin origin of the radiation is inferred from Fig.4.6(c) where the Fourier-transform of the
detected field transient (shown in Fig.4.5(a)) is plotted for circularly and linearly polarized optical
pulses in the presence or absence of the magnetic field. As clearly seen the radiation is detected only
when the magnetic field is switched on and when the optical pulse is circularly polarized. This reflects
perfectly the symetry of the inverse Faraday effect163–165 in a cubic crystal: a circularly polarized pulse
exchange a transient magnetic moment along the propagation direction while a linearly polarized pulse
has no magnetic effect, but couples to charge excitations only166 [see appendix A.II.]. In addition, in
absence of external magnetic field, the out of phase spin wave disappears. These observations also
demonstrate that the detected radiation can’t be related to a magnetic field enhancement of a radia-
tion originating from charge excitations as described in Ref.[167]. Indeed, the pulse, normally incident
and focused on 1mm diameter spot, can induce a charge motion only perpendicular to the quantum
well plane and the Lorentz force is unable to induce a dipole along the magnetic field axis (z axis),
which is the detected radiation polarization.

We confirmed the spin origin by providing a quantitative treatment of the amplitude of the radi-
ation and the frequencies present in the generated THz transient, and demonstrate that it supports
the data.
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4.B.4.a Spin state after the optical pulse

The impulsive optical electromagnetic field, circularly polarized in the plane (x, z) of the sample
couples to the crystal through the Hamiltonian: Ĥ (t) = −eA (t) · p̂/m∗ =

∫
H̃ωe

iωtdω, where A (t)
is the time dependent vector potential. Before the pulse excites the sample, the crystal is in its
equilibrium state |0〉 where electron and Mn spins are anti-parallel to the magnetic field with their
respective equilibrium values 〈Ŝz,q=0〉0 and 〈M̂z,q=0〉0. After its action, through the Raman process,
the pulse leaves the system in the state168 [see in the appendix, section A.II.]:

|Ψ (t)〉 = c0e
−iω0t |0〉+ cfe

−iωf t |f〉 (4.13)

where |f〉 is a spin excited quantum states with eigen pulsation ωf . As shown in Eq.(A.37) of appendix
A.II., cf writes (to lowest order in the field):

cf = i

∫
〈f | Ŝq=0 |0〉 · [χ (ω)] ·

(
A∗ω ×Aω−ωf0

)
dω (4.14)

where [χ (ω)] is the inverse Faraday susceptibility tensor. Therefore, the circularly polarized pulse
couples to the spin degrees of freedom as an effective magnetic field proportional to A∗ω × Aω−ωf0 ,
which is, vanishing for a linearly polarized pulse, but directed along the propagation direction y for a
circular pulse, normally incident. Thus, our circular pulse induces an out of equilibrium magnetization
and leaves the system in a state such that the average Mn and electron spins are respectively M(t =
0) = (0,My0,Mz0) and S(t = 0) = (0, Sy0, Sz0) [M(t) = 〈Ψ (t)|M̂|Ψ (t)〉 and S (t) = 〈Ψ (t)|Ŝ|Ψ (t)〉].
Both macroscopic spins will further experience a spontaneous precession with a relaxation towards
their equilibrium states.

4.B.4.b Radiated field

In a semi-classical picture, the spin magnetization is associated to a surface current density carried by
each quantum well: is = geµBS (t) × y/wL2. Continuity relations of the electromagnetic field at the
QW interface leads to the radiated field from each QW after transmission in the air:

eR (t) =
2cµ0

1 + n

geµB

wL2
Sx (t) z (4.15)

where n is the refraction index of the substrate. Therefore, the radiated field is polarized parallel
to the z-axis, consistent with the experimental observations. Its instantaneous value is proportional
to the transverse component Sx (t), and its amplitude proportional to the number of spins, thus, to
the spin-polarization degree ζ that saturates with B as the Zeeman energy of Eq.(1.5) does. The
measured amplitude of the radiated field reproduces this behavior as shown in Fig.4.5(b). Moreover,
the radiated amplitude is proportional to the transverse component of the spin left by the optical
pulse. Consequently, it is maximum for a pulse energy for which the spins are totally tilted out of
their equilibrium axis. Fig.4.6(b) shows the trend of a saturation of the emitted amplitude when the
energy per pulse is further increased from '80 nJ/cm2. Thus, the emitted amplitude naturally departs
from the calculations of Eqs(A.34)-(4.15) valid to lowest order in the optical field. A better agreement
in the high energy regime has been obtained when going beyond this approximation and resolving the
intra-pulse spin dynamics to full order [see supplemental material of Ref.[P18]]. A similar non-linear
behavior has been found in Ref.[169].
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Figure 4.7. (a) ν1 (orange squares) and ν2 (red squares) are the frequencies present in the transient
radiated field. Raman (blue dots) is the optical spin mode frequency determined by Raman measure-
ments. The Raman determination is fitted with Eq.(1.5) for x = 1.75%, T = 2.34 K and ge = −1.64
(blue curve). Rabi are the frequencies given by Eq.(4.16) (dashed and dotted purple curves). ωMn are
the Mn precession frequencies from theory (dashed green curve) and simulations (solid green curve).
ν1 num., ν2 num. and ν1 filtered are frequencies deduced from the simulated Sx(t) before (red and
orange curves) and after filtering (light orange curve). (b) Normalized Sx(t), Sy(t) and Sz(t) as cal-
culated from Eq.(4.17) for B = 8 T. The dashed Sx(t) curve is obtained after numerical high-pass
filtering. (c) S (t) (red) and M (t) (green) are the spin trajectories. The external magnetic field Bz is
vertical downward. After the pulse, electrons spins have been tilted in the y direction with normalized
Sy0 = 0.4, while the Mn spins are parallel to the y axis. The latter precess slowly in the (xy) plane as
indicated by the green arrow. Electron spins try to precess around the Mn spins axis as indicated by
the orange arrow. After the relaxation of their transverse components (respective to the rotating Mn
precession axis), the electron spins follow the slow Mn precession. Taken from Ref.[P18].

4.B.4.c Identification of the frequencies in the THz radiation

The frequency analysis shown in Fig.4.6(d) reveals two main frequencies ν1 and ν2 present in the
transient of Fig.4.5(a). The two frequencies are extracted by a linear prediction algorithm170 and
plotted in Fig.4.7(a). The fitted signal is superposed in Fig.4.5(a). In Fig.4.7(a), the two frequencies
ν1 and ν2 are compared with the precession frequency of the optical spin mode determined by Raman
spectroscopy (blue dots)P1. The later matches Ze(B, T )/h (blue curve) where Ze is given in Eq.(1.5).
However, although both ν1 and ν2 frequencies exhibit a similar magnetic field dependence they are not
directly associated with Ze(B, T )/h and appear as two frequencies almost symmetrically split from
Ze(B, T )/h.

The transient above B = 2 T shows that the probed spin component Sx (t) experiences quick
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changes of its phase around 1 ps. This strongly suggests that its precession axis evolves in time. The
phenomenon is similar to a magnetic resonance, where a magnetic field b1 oscillates transversally to
the polarizing magnetic field Bz. Here, the oscillating field is the strong exchange field of the Mn spins
which acts as a torque αS ×M. M(t) precesses around the z axis at ωMn = gMnµBB/~ (see lowest
green line in Fig.4.7(a)), since we can neglect the action of the exchange field from the electrons which
is proportional to the Knight shift [see Eq.(4.2)]. Due to the transverse oscillation of the Mn-exchange
field, the z-component of the electron spin Sz(t) oscillates at the Rabi pulsation:

Ω =
1

~

√
(αMy0)2 + (ωMn − αMz0 + |ge|µBB)2 (4.16)

and the transverse component Sx(t) has a motion composed of three sinusoids at pulsations ωMn and
Ω ± ωMn. The corresponding three frequencies are plotted in Fig.4.7(a) (green dashed and purple
dotted and dashed curves). Ω + ωMn matches ν2 within 10% when setting Mz0 =0, i.e. when assum-
ing that the Mn spins have been tilted totally out of the plane after the pulse. However, ν1 does not
match Ω− ωMn.

In order to understand the discrepancy concerning ν1, we solved numerically the set of coupled
equations of motion for S (t) and M (t) according to the dynamical equations exposed in section 4.A.1:

~
dS

dt
= |ge| µ̃BBS× z+α̃S×M− ~

αGe

|Sze|
S× dS

dt
(4.17)

where Sze = 〈Ŝz,q=0〉0 and we have added αGe, a Gilbert damping parameter for the homogenous elec-
tron mode. M (t) is driven by a similar equation. The time evolution of S(t) and spin trajectories are
plotted in Fig.4.7(b) and Fig.4.7(c) respectively. To account for the fast electron spin relaxation rate
(3 ps), αGe was set to 0.07, while for the slower Mn relaxation, we used αMn = 0.01. From Fig.4.7(c),
we see that the electron spins try to precess around the oscillating M (t) axis. The damping relaxes
its components transverse to the oscillating axis, hence after 3 ps, S(t) follows M (t).

A detailed frequency analysis of the simulated Sx(t) results in three characteristic frequencies.
The highest frequency ν2 num., solid red curve in Fig.4.7(a)) is in very good agreement with Ω +ωMn

and hence, ν2; the lowest frequency corresponds to ωMn and the intermediate one (ν1 num., solid
orange curve) is close to ν1 as shown in Fig.4.7(a). The ωMn pulsation is not seen in the transient
of Fig.4.6(a) because the detection process of the THz field acts as a sharp high pass-filter with
cut-off frequency around 0.3 THz. To account for this, we have filtered the simulated Sx(t) with a
numerical high-pass filter . The filtered trajectory of Sx(t) is plotted in Fig.4.7(b). The filtering has
a negligible effect on ν2 num., but slightly shifts ν1 num. to lower values (ν1 filtered, solid light orange
curve), increasing its agreement with ν1. To summarize, the identification of frequencies observed
in the transient is supported by the theory within a 10% quantitative agreement, when taking into
consideration the non-linear coupled spin dynamics between the electrons and the Mn ions. The
time dependent coupling between these two systems splits the observed frequencies from Ze/h. This
mechanism explains in addition the difference with the Raman determination of the precession modes.
Raman probes spin fluctuations, therefore the Mn spins are negligibly disturbed such that My0 ' 0,
electrons are sensitive to a static exchange magnetic field aligned with the z axis and the frequencies
present in Rman spectra are the eigen modes found in section 4.A.3.
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4.B.4.d Comparison with other works and perspective in the spintronics

A fundamental limitation alter the efficiency of spin-based electromagnetic radiation. Consider the
Hamiltionians that couple an electric dipole to light, Ĥe−rad = −D̂ ·E = −e a0E and the one that
couples a spin to light, Ĥs−rad = −g µBŜ ·B, given that B = E/c, the ratio of these two hamiltonians
Ĥs−rad/Ĥe−rad ' g µB/e a0 c ' the fine structure constant = 1

137 . Hence, compared to the emission
due to charge, the spin based emission is hundred times less efficient and thus requires higher number
of spins to be at the same level. Exciting the precession of the spins by direct coupling with Ĥs−rad
requires electromagnetic THz field as high as 0.4 MV/cm which corresponds to 0.4 mJ/cm2 of energy
per exciting pulse. The weakness of the direct coupling explains why the amplitude of the THz
emission that we observed is so weak. Table 4.1 shows the amplitude of the THz field obtained in
CdMnTe (our work), GaMnAs (Ref.[161]) and NiO (Ref.[162]). The small number of spin available
in a quantum well is strongly defavorable. However, the generation mechanism is much more efficient
(see third line of Table 4.1). This is due to the sharp optical resonance and the strong spin-orbit
interaction in the valence band which allows the optical field to couple efficiently to the spin degrees
of freedom.

- CdMnTe (this work) GaMnAs ([161]) NiO ([162])

Spin density (1011 cm−2) 1− 10 103 104

THz field ( V/cm) 0.1 100 1000
Energy per NIR pulse ( nJ/cm2) 70 − 20× 106

Table 4.1. Comparison of spin densities, amplitude of the THz radiated field and optical excitation
power (energy per pulse) required to obtain the emission.

4.B.4.e Conclusion

In conclusion, we have measured THz transient fields radiated from optically generated spin-wave
excitations in DMS multiple quantum wells. The radiation is polarized parallel to the static magnetic
field axis and appears only with a circular pulse, thus, it’s origin can’t be attributed to charge excita-
tions. The spin-wave origin of the emitted field is supported by first-principles theoretical analysis of
all aspects of the experiment, including, the generation mechanism, spin dynamics and the properties
of emitted radiation. Hence, we provided evidences that DMS quantum wells constitute a highly
promising test-bed for deeper investigations in the basic issues of spin-based THz emission, like for
instance, addressing the intrinsic spin precession decay caused by the radiation171 or manipulating the
coupling between spin and radiation at the quantum level, e.g., by inserting such DMS quantum wells
into cavities172,173.
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Summary

The work presented in this habilitation thesis summarizes ten years of investigations, both theoretical
and experimental, of the spin excitations in a spin-polarized two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG)
confined in Cd1−xMnxTe quantum wells. Cd1−xMnxTe is a diluted magnetic semiconductor (DMS)
compound. Compared to spin-polarized 2DEG obtained in GaAs quantum wells by application of an
external magnetic field1,2, a key advantage of Cd1−xMnxTe is the presence of the built-in exchange field
due to the Coulomb-exchange between the spins of conduction electrons and localized magnetic Mn
ions. The exchange field couples to the spin degrees of freedom but not to the orbital motion, thus, pro-
viding the reverse situation to that of GaAs: the spin quantization dominates the orbital quantization.

Thanks to the progresses in the 2DEG mobility3, we introduced4 this system as a test bed to study the
spin excitations, mostly by inelastic light scattering (magneto-Raman scattering), but also to get an
experimental access to spin-resolved parts of the Coulomb interaction5 in an idealized spin-polarized
homogenous electron gas. This remarkable test-bed finally allowed us to study the interplay between
Coulomb interaction, spin-orbit interaction and electron-Mn exchange interaction.

With magneto-Raman scattering, we successfully measured the dispersions of collective and indi-
vidual transverse spin excitations4,6–9. The former is the spin-flip-wave (SFW) and propagate with a
negative group velocity below the continuum of spin-flip single particle excitations (SF-SPE). When
neglecting the dynamical coupling between electrons and Mn spins, the Larmor’s theorem applies4

and the zone center energy of the SFW yields the bare Zeeman energy of electrons Ze, which is the
addition of the exchange field with the static Mn spin polarization and the normal Zeeman with the
external field. The zone center energy of SF-SPEs yields the renormalized Zeeman energy Z∗. We
linked5 the ratio Z∗/Ze with the Pauli spin susceptibility enhancement due to Coulomb-exchange
between electrons of the 2DEG. This was an important issue in 2DEG because on one hand the spin-
susceptibility enhancement was suspected to be involved in the metal-insulator transition observed
in Si-MOSFETOkamoto99, 10, and on the other hand because a spontaneous spin-polarization of the
2DEG has been predicted to occur at very low densitiesAttacalite02, 11 (rs ' 27). We addressed the is-
sue of the spin-polarization degree dependance of this enhancement. Most of the studies carried before
with magneto-transport measurements considered the density dependance only. They also might be
cannulated by the orbital quantization. The CdMnTe system provided tunable high spin-polarization
degrees with negligible orbital quantization. With a set of samples having electron densities in the
range rs ∈ [1.5, 2.5], we measured the enhancement Z∗/Ze as a function of the spin-polarization degree
and found a decreasing behavior. This result is compatible with the theory of Refs.[12, 13], only if the
mass is simultaneously increasing with ζ. This debate is still controversial.14

In the context of spin-wave based electronics it is an important issue to understand the limits of
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the spin-wave propagation. The spin coulomb drag has been pointed as an intrinsic limitation of
the spin-based transport.15,16 However, the SFW is a transverse spin-excitation and the transverse
spin-drag has been predicted to be much weaker.17. We measured the universal damping rate of the
SFW7 which grows as the square of the in-plane momentum q. As parallely the group velocity grows
like q, a maximum travel path of 1 µm has been deduced.18

Along with the transverse spin excitations, we also observed the spin-density fluctuations spectrum
(longitudinal part). We observed a sharp peak, the structure of which is strongly modified by the
strength of the Coulomb interaction. In a recent theoretical work, this structure was identified as a
spin-plasmon strongly coupled to spin-conserving SPEs.19

We carried theoretical investigations of the dynamical spin responses in a spin-polarized 2DEG20

to support these experimental observations.

The spin-orbit interaction is now recognized as a promising protagonist to manipulate spin-wave
in future spintronic devices. We addressed the effects of spin-orbit interaction (SOI) on the col-
lective spin excitations in a conducting system. We demonstrated, unlike the expected scenario of
D’yakonov-Perel decoherence, that the distribution of spin-orbit fields experienced by every single
spins, was screened-out by the Coulomb interaction. This process builds-up a unique spin-orbit fields
which governs the precession of the intersubband spin-plasmon in GaAs quantum well21 or the SFW
in a CdMnTe quantum well.9 This effect may have impact in spintronic.

CdMnTe is a DMS quantum well and is also a test-bed for the interactions present is other DMS
compounds, but experiencing ferromagnetic transitions at available temperatures. We thus considered
the coupled dynamics between conduction electrons and localized Mn spins. The coupling between
this two spin subsystems is at the origin of the carrier induced ferromagnetism observed in DMS.22 An
anticrossing gap has been observed in the precession frequencies of the homogeneous modes.23 Electron
and Mn spins construct mixed modes. The degree of mixture is maximum at the anticrossing. The
conditions for an anti-crossing at finite momentum were theoretically determined.24 However, exper-
imental observation of this finite q anti-crossing gap is altered by the q2 universal damping exposed
above.

Recently, spin-based sources of THz electromagnetic radiation have recently attracted a great deal
of attention. They would allow wire-less communication between devices. We explored the capacity of
our test-bed system to radiate electromagnetic waves from the spin-precession. We indeed captured a
transient THz radiation by time-domain spectroscopy after triggering of the spin precession by an op-
tical far-infrared pulse.25 The measured transient electromagnetic field was very weak (∼ 50 mV/cm)
with short duration (∼ 3 ps) and the observed frequencies were not trivially linked to the one observed
by cw Raman spectroscopy. We add to investigate the non-linear dynamics of the two coupled spin-
sub-systems to explain the frequencies. We were finally successful in demonstrating the spin origin of
the emission by quantitatively describing the generation mechanism, the radiated field amplitude and
the observed frequencies with first-principles.
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Appendix A

Theory of the Raman mechanism in a spin polarized

2DEG

We consider an electron gas (EG) occupying the conduction band of a host semiconductor (SC). The
EG and the SC form a quantum system described by the Hamiltonian Ĥ0 and its ground and excited
states are respectively |0〉 and |m〉. The quantum system is illuminated by an electromagnetic field
given by its potential vector A (rt), which couples to Ĥ0 via the Hamiltonian,

Ĥ (t) = −e
∑
i

A (rit) · p̂i/m∗ (A.1)

The following section will be will treat the spontaneous Raman cross section which is relevant for
cw experiments and the next section will be devoted to the impulsive Raman mechanism which is
involved in time-domain experiments.

In the spontaneous Raman, the crystal is illuminated by a monochromatic wave of pulsation ωi,
wavevector ki and electric field polarization εi. The Raman cross section d2σ/dΩdω gives the rate of
photons scattered in the electromagnetic mode (ωs, ks, εs) per solid angle dΩ and frequency interval
dω. The Raman process obeys the energy and momentum conservation laws,

ωi − ωs = ω and (ki − ks)� = q (A.2)

where ω and q are the pulsation and momentum of the excitation left in the crystal. In practice, the
backscattering geometry ks ' −ki is preferred to transfer the maximum wavevector amplitude ‖q‖ .

In the impulsive Raman, the crystal is illuminated by an electromagnetic pulse, both incoming and
scattered photons lie intra the pulse spectrum and propagate in the same direction allowing for forward
scattering ‖q‖ ' 0 only.

In both cases, the relevant frequencies of the illumination are close to the gap of the semiconductor
and, then, much larger than the excitation frequencies of the EG. We second-quantize Ĥ (t) over a set
of individual states of the SC band structure,

Ĥ (t) = − e

m∗

∑
α,β

〈β|A (rt) · p̂ |α〉 c+
β cα (A.3)

and we assume that Ĥ (t) couples to inter-valence-conduction band transitions only.
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A.I. Spontaneous Raman cross section

The spontaneous Raman cross section is given by standard second order perturbation theory174,175,

d2σ

dΩdω
= r2

0

ωs
ωi

〈∑
f

|γf0|2
〉
δ (ωf − ω0 + ωs − ωi) (A.4)

where r0 = e2/4πε0mc
2 is the electron classical radius1, 〈...〉 is a thermal average, γf0 is the amplitude

transition rate between the ground state |0〉 and excited state |f〉,

γf0 =
∑
k,σ,σ′

γσ′σ (k,q) 〈f | c+
k+q,σ′ck,σ |0〉 (A.5)

γσ′σ (k,q) =
1

m∗

∑
β

〈Sσ′| εi · p̂ |β〉 〈β| εs · p̂ |Sσ〉
Eβ − Ek+q,σ′ + ~ωi + i~η

+
∑
β

〈Sσ′| εs · p̂ |β〉 〈β| εi · p̂ |Sσ〉
Eβ − Ek+q,σ′ − ~ωs + i~η

 (A.6)

|Sσ〉 is a conduction state with a spherical Bloch part and a spin σ. The two terms in Eq.(A.6) arize
from the two possible paths to annihilate and create the incoming and outgoing photons respectively:
the virtual intermediate state has either zero or two photons. In addition, as both the initial |0〉 and
final state |f〉 of the EG have no-hole in the valence band, the latter must be created and destroyed
by Ĥ (t). This explains why the intermediate valence state |β〉 appears twice in Eq.(A.6). As a result,
the Raman mechanism is equivalent to a probe acting like

∑
k,σ,σ′ γσ′σ (k,q) c+

k+q,σ′ck,σ.

To proceed, one usually assumes that the factor γσ′σ (k,q) in the summation (A.5) is a constant
of k and q equals to γσ′σ. This is of course reasonable only when the incoming and outgoing photons
are far from any optical transition of the host crystal (i-e the denominators Eβ − Ek+q,σ′ ± ~ωi/s are
far from their zeros). In this “out of resonance” situation, the Raman cross-section simplifies and the
density operators show up in γf0:

γf0 = 〈f |
γ↑↑ + γ↓↓

2︸ ︷︷ ︸
γρ

ρ̂−q + (γ↑↑ − γ↓↓)︸ ︷︷ ︸
γs

Ŝz,−q + γ↑↓Ŝ+,−q + γ↓↑Ŝ−,−q |0〉 (A.7)

The sum
〈∑

f |γf0|2
〉
δ (ωf − ω0 + ωs − ωi) is a combination of dynamical structure factors of the type:

SAB+ =
1

2π

∫ 〈
Â(t)B̂+

〉
0
eiωtdt =

〈∑
f

〈0| Â |f〉 〈f | B̂+ |0〉 δ (ωf0 − ω)
〉

(A.8)

where Â and B̂ browse the set of density operators. The fluctuation-dissipation theorem106 links the
dissipation (ImχAB+) to the fluctuations spectrum given by the dynamical spin structure factors, thus
we finally obtain:

d2σ

dΩdω
= −r2

0

ωs
ωi

1

1− e−β~ω
~
π

[
|γρ|2 Imχρρ + |γs|2 Imχzz + 2 Re γ∗ργs Imχρz

+ |γ↑↓|2 Imχ+− + |γ↓↑|2 Imχ−+

] (A.9)

1In CdTe, r0 ' 0.027 pm.
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where β = 1/kT , (1− e−β~ω)−1 is the Bose factor and we recall,

χρρ = 〈〈ρ̂q; ρ̂+
q 〉〉ω χzz = 〈〈Ŝz,q; Ŝ+

z,q〉〉ω χρz = χzρ = 〈〈Ŝz,q; ρ̂+
q 〉〉ω

χ+− = 〈〈Ŝ+,q; Ŝ−,−q〉〉ω χ−+ = 〈〈Ŝ−,q; Ŝ+,−q〉〉ω

(A.10)

However, in strong resonance with a particular electron-hole transition, one has to take into ac-
count the k dependance of γσ′σ (k,q) in the summation (A.5). Hence, the Raman response is no longer
trivially proportional to the imaginary part of the transverse susceptibilities. But, as variations of the
γσ′σ (k,q) factor scale with the sharpness of the resonance (linewidth of the corresponding absorption
peak), if the later is smooth compared to peaks present in the ImχAB+ spectra, one expects to have
small modifications of the non-resonant response. Detailed features of the resonant situation are con-
sidered in Ref.[91]. For the sake of simplicity we will, here, just point two aspects of the modifications
due to the resonance, (a) Due to the resonance condition, the transverse response has to be ”dressed”
by the coupling with photons, (b) Particular k states located on a circle defined by the zero of the
denominators in Eq.(A.6) have an enhanced weight in the sum (A.5). This will raise the oscillator
strength in the Raman spectrum of excitations like 〈f | c+

k+q,σ′ck,σ |0〉. These excitations are individual
excitations.

Now, we will see in the following that depending on the two photon polarizations, the Raman
probe couples to the EG either as an oscillating -electric field (through ρ̂q), -magnetic field along z
(through Ŝz,q ) or transverse magnetic field in the xOy plane (through Ŝ+,q or S−,q). The first two
cases correspond to the first line of Eq.(A.9) and are the longitudinal or spin-conserving response. The
last two cases correspond to the second line of Eq.(A.9) and are the transverse or spin-flip response.

A.I.1. Hole state’s spin-mixture

The latter property is due to the spin-mixture of the light-hole states occurring in Zinc-blende semi-
conductors176, and the hole mixing due to the quantum well confinement. Indeed, a valence state can
be generally written as combination of the bulk J = 3/2 states177, |Jz = ±3/2〉 are the heavy-holes
and |Jz = ±1/2〉 are the light-holes,

|β〉 =
∑

Jz=− 3
2
,− 1

2
, 1
2
, 3
2

αβJz |Jz〉 (A.11)

where the bulk valence states are combinations of π-orbitals176,

|Jz = ±1/2〉 = −
√

2

3
|Z± ↑〉 ±

√
1

6
|(X ± iY )∓ ↑〉

|β〉 = |Jz = ±3/2〉 =

√
1

2
|(X ± iY )± ↑〉

(A.12)

The time-reversal symetry T̂ and the rotational symetry R̂π = exp
(
−iπĴz

)
of the quantum well

plane make the valence eigen states appear by pairs {|β〉 ,
∣∣β̄〉}, where

∣∣β̄〉 = R̂πT̂ |β〉 and is given177

by: ∣∣β̄〉 = R̂πT̂ |β〉 = −
∑
Jz

ηJzα
β∗
−Jz |Jz〉 (A.13)
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In absence of magnetic field, these two states are degenerate.

The inter-band coupling with Ĥ (t) is governed by the Kane matrix element2 P = 〈S| p̂α |α〉 /
√

6
and leads to the following selection rules:

〈Sσ| εx · p̂ |Jz〉 = P
(
ηJzδσ,−Jz +

√
3δσ,3Jz

)
〈Sσ| εy · p̂ |Jz〉 = iP

(
δσ,−Jz + ηJz

√
3δσ,3Jz

)
〈Sσ| εz · p̂ |Jz〉 = −2Pδσ,Jz

(A.14)

with ηJz = Jz/ |Jz|.

A.I.2. Raman tensor

The transition rate γσ′σ (k,q) can be expressed as a tensor:

γσ′σ (q) =
|P |2

m∗

∑
β,±

Nβ
±

Dβ

{
εi ·
[
Mβ
σ′σ

]
· εs ± εs ·

[
Mβ
σ′σ

]
· εi
}

Nβ
+ = Eβ − Ec Nβ

− = −~ωi
Dβ = (Eβ − Ec + i~η)2 − (~ωi)2

(A.15)

where Ec stems for Ek−q,σ′ , but with its k-dependance omitted. This omission is accurate when both
the incoming and outgoing photons are far from any optical resonance (Dβ ' 0). In practice, because
of the r2

0 factor in Eq.(A.4), the electronic Raman signal is very week and is measurable only when
close to an optical resonance. A more detailed treatment dealing with the k-dependance of γσ′σ (q)
has been given in Ref.[91] for the resonant case. Our omission does not change the main conclusions
which will be exposed below.

In Eq.(A.15),
[
Mβ
σ′σ

]
is a matrix given by the outer product of two column vectors deduced from

the selection rules (A.14): [
Mβ
σ′σ

]
= uβ∗σ′ · uβTσ

uβ↑ =

 −αβ−1/2 +
√

3αβ3/2
−iαβ−1/2 − i

√
3αβ3/2

−2αβ1/2

 uβ↓ =

 αβ1/2 +
√

3αβ−3/2

−iαβ1/2 + i
√

3αβ−3/2

−2αβ−1/2


(A.16)

A.I.3. Spin conserving Raman response

We have to calculate γρ = (γ↑↑+γ↓↓)/2 and γs = γ↑↑−γ↓↓. In this situation, the
[
Mβ
σσ

]
are hermitian

Matrices and consequently,

εi ·
[
Mβ
σσ

]
· εs = εi ·

[
Rβσσ

]
· εs + iIβσσ · εi × εs (A.17)

2In CdTe, |P |2 /m∗ ' 14.7 eV.
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where
[
Rβσσ

]
= Re

[
Mβ
σσ

]
is a real symmetric matrix and Iβσσ = Im

([
Mβ
σσ

]
yz
,
[
Mβ
σσ

]
zx
,
[
Mβ
σσ

]
xy

)
.

In addition, because of the symetry relation (A.13), we have:[
M β̄
σσ

]
=
[
Mβ
σ̄σ̄

]∗
(A.18)

In the following, we must dissociate the zero magnetic field case, where
∣∣β̄〉 and |β〉 are degenerate,

from the high magnetic field case where their energy splitting ∆ =
(
Eβ − Eβ̄

)
/2 compares to the

excitation energy ~ω.

A.I.3.a. Zero magnetic field case ∆� ~ω

As
∣∣β̄〉 and |β〉 are degenerate, they have the same numerators and denominators in the expression

(A.15) of γσσ (q). We group these two contributions and using the relations (A.15), (A.16), (A.17)
and (A.18), we get:

γρ (q) =
|P |2

m∗

∑
β/2

Eβ − Ec
Dβ

{
εi ·
[
Rβρ

]
· εs
}

γs (q) = −~ωi
2 |P |2

m∗

∑
β/2

2i

Dβ
Iβs · εi × εs (A.19)

with,

[
Rβρ

]
=

 a+ Im(z1+z−1) Re(z2+z−2)
Im(z1+z−1) b+ Im(z2−z−2)

Re(z2+z−2) Im(z2−z−2) 4|αβ1/2|
2
+4|αβ−1/2|

2

 Iβs =

 Re(z2+z−2)
Im(z2−z−2)

−2
∑

Jz (−1)|Jz|+1/2 |Jz| |αβJz|
2



z0 = −2αβ1/2α
β∗
−1/2 a± = |αβ−1/2 −

√
3αβ3/2|

2
± |αβ1/2 +

√
3αβ−3/2|

2

z3σ+σ′ = −2
√

3αβ3σα
β∗
σ′ b± = |αβ−1/2 +

√
3αβ3/2|

2
± |αβ1/2 −

√
3αβ−3/2|

2

(A.20)
In Eq.(A.19), β/2 means a summation browsing the pairs of states {|β〉 ,

∣∣β̄〉}.
It follows that the Raman probe couples to charge- (longitudinal spin-) excitations when the

polarizations of the incoming and outgoing photons are parallel (crossed).

A.I.3.b. High magnetic field case ∆ ≥ ~ω

In this case, the two paired states {|β〉 ,
∣∣β̄〉} are no longer degenerate, we note:

Ēβ =
(
Eβ + Eβ̄

)
/2− Ec ∆β =

(
Eβ − Eβ̄

)
/2 D̄β =

(
Ēβ + i~η

)2 − (~ωi)2 (A.21)

and consider ∆β as a small quantity compared to Ēβ or ~ωi.

The two paired states have no-longer the same denominator and numerator in Eq.(A.15), this gives
rise to two additional terms in γσσ (q),

γρ (q) =
|P |2

m∗

∑
β/2

{
Ēβ − Ec
D̄β

εi ·
[
Rβρ

]
· εs + 4i∆β~ωi

Ēβ

D̄β2 Iβρ · (εi × εs)
}

(A.22)
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γs (q) = −4 |P |2

m∗

∑
β/2

{
~ωi

i

D̄β
Iβs · εi × εs + 2∆β

Ē2
β

D̄β2 εi ·
[
Rβs

]
· εs

}
(A.23)

with,

Iβρ =

 Re(2z0+z2−z−2)
Im(−2z0+z2+z−2)

−2
∑

Jz Jz|α
β
Jz|

2

 [
Rβs

]
=

 a− Im(z1−z−1) Re(−2z0+z2−z−2)
Im(z1−z−1) b− Im(−2z0+z2+z−2)

Re(−2z0+z2−z−2) Im(−2z0+z2+z−2) 4|αβ1/2|
2
− 4|αβ−1/2|

2


(A.24)

a−, b− and z−2→2 are defined in Eq.(A.20).

Compared to Eq.(A.19), the time-reversal symetry has been broken by the presence of the magnetic
field which has left the degeneracy between {|β〉 ,

∣∣β̄〉}. It adds a crossed polarized term in γρ and
a parallel polarizations term in γs. Note that for both γρ and γs, when ~ωi ' Ēβ, the order of
magnitude of the additional terms compares with the ones of the initial terms in Eq.(A.19). Therefore
the previous Raman selection rules are deeply modified: both charge and longitudinal spin excitations
can be coupled either with parallel or crossed polarizations.

A.I.3.c. High magnetic field case and strong resonance

We further explore the case with high magnetic field, but with the incoming photon in strong resonance
with the lowest heavy-hole state |β〉 = |HH+〉. At high magnetic fields, only two |Jz〉 states survive
in |HH+〉 ' α+

3/2 |3/2〉+ α+
−1/2 |−1/2〉. It follows:

z0 = 0 z3σ+σ′ = z1δσ,1/2δσ′,−1/2 a± =
∣∣∣αβ−1/2 −

√
3αβ3/2

∣∣∣2 b± =
∣∣∣αβ−1/2 +

√
3αβ3/2

∣∣∣2

[
Rβρ

]
=

 a+ Im z1 0
Im z1 b+ 0

0 0 4|αβ−1/2|
2

 Iβρ =

 0
0

|αβ−1/2|
2
− 3|αβ−3/2|

2



[
Rβs

]
=

 a− Im z1 0
Im z1 b− 0

0 0 −4|αβ−1/2|
2

 Iβs =

 0
0

|αβ−1/2|
2
− 3|αβ−3/2|

2



(A.25)

We remind that the quantum well plane is (xOz), hence in normal and backscattering geometry, the

incoming and outgoing photons can have x or z polarizations only the
[
Rβρ
]

and
[
Rβs
]

are active when

the two photos are polarized parallely (z :z or x :x). For angles of incidence out of the normal (θ > 0),

Iβρ and Iβρ become active in crossed polarizations (x : y or y :x) with a contribution ∝ sin θ (sin2 θ in
the Raman cross section).
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A.I.4. Spin flip Raman response

now, we have to calculate γ↑↓ and γ↓↑. In this situation, the
[
Mβ
σσ̄

]
matrices are no-longer hermitian,

but are conjugate transpose of each other:[
Mβ
↓↑

]
= u∗↓ · u

T
↑ =

[
Mβ
↑↓

]+
(A.26)

Because of the symetry relation (A.13), we also have:[
M β̄
↓↑

]
= −

[
Mβ
↑↓

]∗
(A.27)

We follow the same procedure as for the spin-conserving case: we group in Eq.(A.15) the contri-
butions of {|β〉 and

∣∣β̄〉}. In the low magnetic field case, they are degenerate and affected by the same
weight in Eq.(A.15). In the high magnetic field case, the degeneracy is left and we introduce their
mean energy Ēβ and energy spacing ∆β as defined in Eq.(A.21).

A.I.4.a. Low magnetic field case

We find,

γ ↑↓/ ↓↑ = −~ωi
2 |P |2

m∗

∑
β/2

i

D̄β

(
Iβ −/+ iR

β
)

· (εi × εs) (A.28)

with,

Rβ =

 Im (z1+z−1)
−Re (z+1−z−1) + a1/2 + a−1/2

− Im (z2+z−2)

 Iβ =

 Re (z1−z−1) + a1/2 + a−1/2

− Im (z1−z−1)
Re (z2+z−2)



a±1/2 = −2
∣∣∣αβ±1/2

∣∣∣2
(A.29)

The z-numbers are those defined in Eq.(A.20).

It follows that spin-flip (transverse) spin excitations are visible only in crossed polarized Raman
spectra. Hence, the Raman probe is able to couple to the EG as a transverse rotating magnetic field
(rotating in the xOy plane). This property exists thanks to the spin-mixture of the valence states.
Note that, even in absence of a quantum well (that mixes |Jz〉 states), the spin-mixture is itself present
in |Jz = ±1/2〉 states and Iβ ± iRβ would keep two non-zero components although all the z-numbers
would vanish.

A.I.4.b. High magnetic field case and strong resonance

As for the spin-conserving case, we explore the high magnetic field and strong resonance situation. The
incoming photon is in strong resonance with the lowest heavy-hole state |β〉 = |HH+〉 ' α+

3/2 |3/2〉+

α+
−1/2 |−1/2〉. The degeneracy is left between |HH+〉 and its symmetric state |HH−〉 ' α+∗

3/2 |−3/2〉 −
α+∗
−1/2 |1/2〉. Therefore, additional terms show up in the γ↑↓ and γ↓↑:
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γ ↑↓/ ↓↑ = −2 |P |2

m∗

∑
β/2

{
~ωi
D̄β
× i
(
Iβ −/+ iR

β
)

· (εi × εs) + 2∆β

Ē2
β

D̄β2 × εi ·
[
R̄β +/− iĪ

β
]

· εs

}
(A.30)

with,

Rβ + iIβ =

 iz∗1 + ia−1/2

−z∗1 + a−1/2

0

 [
R̄β + iĪβ

]
=

 0 0 −a−1/2 + z∗1
0 0 ia−1/2 + iz∗1

−a−1/2 + z∗1 ia−1/2 + iz∗1 0



Rβ − iIβ =
(
Rβ + iIβ

)∗ [
R̄β − iĪβ

]
=
[
R̄β + iĪβ

]∗
(A.31)

Despite the matrices
[
R̄β ± iĪβ

]
are symmetric matrices, they have zero diagonals, such that, they

couple only crossed components like x :z + z :x and y :z + z :y of the incoming and outgoing photons.

A.I.5. Table summarizing the Raman selection rules

Magnetic field
Photons Raman response

polarizations Strong signal Weak signal

zero
parallel Imχρρ
crossed Imχ±∓

high
parallel Imχρρ, Imχzz, Imχρz
crossed Imχ±∓ Imχρρ,Imχzz

Table A.1. Raman selection rules. Incoming and outgoing photons may have parallel or crossed
polarizations. Depending on their respective polarizations and on the magnetic field intensity, the
Raman cross section gives a strong or a weak signal proportional to the indicated response function.
See Eq.(A.9).

A.II. Impulsive Raman mechanism

In this section, we consider the situation where the EG is illuminated by a laser impulsion of very
short duration (typically below 1 ps). As already mentioned, the Raman mechanism scatters photons
which are present inside the pulse and propagate in the same direction, such that the momentum
transfer of Eq.(A.2) can be considered to apply at q = 0. Hence we can neglect the r dependance of
A (rt) and for convenience we Fourier-transform the time dependance: Ĥ (t) =

∫
H̃ωe

iωtdω.

Before the pulse hits the sample (t = −∞), the crystal is in its equilibrium state |0〉. Under the
action of Ĥ (t), the quantum system evolves in the state,

|Ψ (t)〉 = c0 (t) e−iω0t |0〉+
∑
m6=0

cm (t) e−iωmt |m〉 (A.32)

with,
c0 (−∞) = 1 and cm (−∞) = 0 (A.33)
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The purpose is to find cf (t) for |f〉, an excited state of the EG. We will focus on spin-excitations only.
|f〉 and |0〉 involve no holes in the valence band. After writing the equation of motion for |Ψ (t)〉,
eliminating the cm(t) for m 6= 0, f , keeping to first order and carrying the time integration, we get to
first order,

c0 = 1 and cf = i
π

~2

∫ ∑
m

〈f | H̃ω−ωfi |m〉 〈m| H̃∗ω |0〉
ωm0 − ω + iηm

dω (A.34)

where, ωm0 = ωm − ω0 and ηm is the decay rate of the intermediate state |m〉 which involves one hole
in the valence band.

As carried in the previous section, H̃ω is second-quantized over a set of individual states of the
quantum-well band structure,

H̃ω = − e

m∗

∑
α,β

〈β|Aω · p̂ |α〉 c+
β cα (A.35)

Recalling that H̃ω couples only to inter valence-conduction band transitions and observing that the
hole created in 〈m| H̃∗ω |0〉 has to be destroyed in 〈f | H̃ω−ωf0 |m〉, Eq.(A.34) simplifies in:

cf = −i π
~2

( e

m∗

)2∑
α,α′

〈f | c+
α cα′ |0〉 ×

∫ ∑
β

〈α|A∗ω · p̂ |β〉 〈β|Aω−ωf0 · p̂ |α′〉
ωα − ωβ − ω + iηαβ

dω (A.36)

where, |α〉 = |Skσ〉 is a conduction state, |S〉 is the spherical orbit, k is the in-plane momentum and
σ =↑, ↓ labels the spin. |β〉 is a valence-band state.

Eq.(A.36) shows again the importance of the optical resonance which occurs for ω ' ωα−ωβ. This
allows us to consider that, in the

∑
β, only valence states close enough to the resonance do contribute

significantly to the Raman process. We will give the result in the strong resonant case in the next
paragraph. For now, we keep the generality and follow the same procedure as for the spontaneous
Raman: we group the states |β〉 by symmetric pairs {|β〉 ,

∣∣β̄〉} and add these two contributions.

A.II.1. Low magnetic field

Using the results of Eqs.(A.7),(A.19) and (A.28), we find,

cf = i

∫
〈f | Ŝq=0 · [χ (ω)] ·

(
A∗ω ×Aω−ωf0

)
|0〉 dω (A.37)

with,

[χ (ω)] = −i4π2 r0

µ0~
2 |P |2

m∗

∑
β/2

1

Dβ

[
Iβ Rβ Iβs

]T
(A.38)

Dβ = Ec − Eβ − ~ω + i~ηβ (A.39)[
Iβ Rβ Iβs

]
is a matrix which columns are respectively formed by the vectors given in Eqs.(A.29) and

(A.20). The above form is consistent with the inverse Faraday effect in cubic crystals163, whith [χ (ω)],
the inverse Faraday susceptibility tensor .
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A.II.2. High magnetic field and strong resonant case

We neglect the additional terms which were found in Eqs.(A.23) and (A.30), but we give the expression
of the inverse Faraday susceptibility [χ (ω)] for the high field and strong resonant case. The matrix is
deduced from Eqs.(A.25) and (A.31),

[χ (ω)] = −i4π2 r0

µ0~
2 |P |2

m∗

∑
β/2

1

Dβ

 Re z1 + a−1/2 − Im z1 0

Im z1 −Re z1 + a−1/2 0

0 0
∣∣∣αβ−1/2

∣∣∣2 − 3
∣∣∣αβ3/2∣∣∣2

 (A.40)

It follows that a longitudinal spin excitation can be excited out of the normal incidence only, but with
an amplitude proportional to sin θ.

A.II.3. Generated spin

If the conditions are met to induce a non-zero cf , the laser pulse generate a zone-center spin-excitation
in the EG. The macroscopic spin follows its free evolution which is given by:

〈Ψ|Ŝ|Ψ〉 (t) = 2

∫
Re
[
ieiω0f t 〈0| Ŝ |f〉 〈f | Ŝ |0〉 · [χ (ω)] ·

(
A∗ω ×Aω−ωf0

)]
dω (A.41)

Eqs.(A.37) and (A.41) show that a spin can not be generated by a laser pulse which is linearly
polarized.

A.II.3.a. Spin generated by a circular pulse

Let’s focus on an incident pulse circularly polarized in the QW plane, such as Aω = (x + iz)ãω, where
ãω is the Fourier amplitude of the pulse, then A∗ω ×Aω−ωf0 = −2iy ã∗ωãω−ωf0 . It follows:

〈Ψ|Ŝ|Ψ〉 (t) = 4

∫
Re
[
eiω0f t 〈0| Ŝ |f〉 ×

[
〈f | Ŝx |0〉 [χ (ω)]xy

+ 〈f | Ŝy |0〉 [χ (ω)]yy

]
× ã∗ωãω−ωf0

]
dω (A.42)
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